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making has been averted. For a moment a clash
between institutions seemed imminent. But the
clouds of uncertainty have soon cleared. The
Supreme Court in its short order announced that
General Qamar Javed Bajwa will remain the
Chief of Army Staff (COAS) for another six
months, during which the parliament will legislate
on the extension/reappointment of an Army chief.
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Economics

Crushing inflation
Shahid Hussain

The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government has increased power tariff
for the fourth time in 11 months. Inflation has risen to the highest level in
nine years and the central bank has warned that inflation could rise beyond
the target set for the current fiscal year. It spells disaster for the common
people who have already been crushed by rising prices of essentials.
Though the government claims it has come out of economic crisis, yet
all indicators paint a bleak picture for the people. The only positive sign for
the country is that Moody’s Investors Services has upgraded its outlook
from “negative” to “stable” after it had downgraded Pakistan's ratings outlook to negative last year in June, citing heightened external vulnerability
risk due to depleting foreign exchange reserves. “The change in outlook to
stable is driven by Moody’s expectations that the balance of payments dynamics will continue to improve, supported by policy adjustments and currency flexibility. Such developments reduce external vulnerability risks,
although foreign exchange reserve buffers remain low and will take time to
rebuild,” it said.
Except Moody’s upgrade, there is bad news from all economic fronts.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has warned inflation could rise beyond
the target set for the current fiscal year. Inflation has already risen to 12.7pc
year-on-year, the highest level in nine years mainly driven by an increase
in prices of food items, according to the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS).
The shortfall in tax revenue has widened to a whopping Rs218 billion in
just five months of the fiscal year which has again raised prospects of a
mini-budget after the rejection of Pakistan’s request for the downward revision of the annual target by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved $1.3 billion budgetary support loan for Pakistan, including $1 billion in crisis response facility
to shore up low official foreign exchange reserves. It is for the first time in
Pakistan’s history that a political or military government has availed the crisis response facility to repay its foreign debt and build up foreign currency
reserves. The loan proves that the country is still finding it difficult to pay
international liabilities, despite signing a $6b loan package with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) few months ago.
In a move that will further overburden people, the government approved
an increase of 1.75% in electricity prices for the consumers using more
than 300 units a month to recover an additional Rs25 billion. The fourth increase in tariffs in 11 months was also aimed at complying with the condition of the IMF to restrict the growth of circular debt to an agreed level. The
increase has taken effect from December 1 and it will continue for one year,
according to a decision of the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of
the cabinet. The government has been constantly jacking up base electricity
tariffs to stop the growth of circular debt as its measures for efficiency gains
are not yielding desired results. It first increased power tariffs in January
this year, then on June 14 and October 1. All the increases were aimed at
meeting the IMF conditions.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has kept the interest rate unchanged
at 13.25 per cent as expected due to high inflationary pressures. The bank’s
monetary policy statement said that annual average inflation in the ongoing
fiscal year remained broadly unchanged at 11-12pc. However, it warned
recent changes in month-on-month inflation had been higher than in previ-
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ous months and if sustained, could affect inflation expectations. “On one
hand, recent inflation outturns have been on the higher side. On the other,
the causes behind these outturns have primarily been increases in food
prices which are expected to be temporary,” it said.
Inflation rose to 12.7 per cent year-on-year, the highest level in nine
years mainly driven by an increase in prices of food items, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) reported. Inflation, measured by the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), edged up by 1.3pc over the previous month after the
PBS revised its calculation methodology by setting the new base year 201516 instead of the previous 2007-08 financial year. However, the Finance
Ministry claimed that inflation would come down from the next month, without elaborating. The data showed that higher prices of food items had been
the largest driver in overall inflation in November. It was also observed that
the prices of essential food items are higher in rural areas than in urban
areas. Food inflation in urban areas rose by 16.6pc in November on a yearly
basis and 2.4pc on a monthly basis and that in rural areas by 19.3pc and
3.4pc, respectively.
The International Monetary Fund has estimated that Pakistan’s inflation
may jump up to 13pc, but the government’s estimate is between 11pc and
13pc for the current fiscal year. To compound the situation for the common
people, the shortfall in tax revenue has widened to a whopping Rs218 billion
in just five months of the current fiscal year. From July to November, the
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) provisionally collected Rs1.611 trillion in
taxes and fell short of its five-month target by Rs218 billion, according to
officials. The tax agency was supposed to collect the twice downward revised monthly target of Rs1.830 trillion from July to November. The downward revised target for November was Rs411 billion that the FBR cut to
Rs381.4 billion. Yet it missed the monthly target by Rs54 billion, further
widening the shortfall to Rs218 billion in five months.
The dwindling revenue suggests the government will have to impose
more taxes and increase their rates to overcome the shortfall. The frequent
power tariff hikes have also added to inflation. The prices of essentials will
continue to rise as the government blatantly passes on the costs of its own
inefficiency, power theft and line losses to consumers. It will have to stabilise
power tariff to stop prices from rising further.
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Legislation

Apex court’s
verdict and after
Nasim Ahmed

A serious constitutional crisis which was in the making has been averted.
For a moment a clash between institutions seemed imminent. But the
clouds of uncertainty have soon cleared.
The Supreme Court in its short order announced that General Qamar
Javed Bajwa will remain the Chief of Army Staff (COAS) for another six
months, during which the parliament will legislate on the extension/reappointment of an Army chief. A three-member bench — comprising Chief
Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Asif Saeed Khosa, Justice Mian Mazhar Alam
Khan Miankhel and Justice Syed Mansoor Ali Shah — announced the verdict after being assured by the government that the parliament will pass
legislation within six months.
According to the short order, the federal government presented the
court with “a recent summary approved by the president on the advice of
the prime minister along with a notification dated 28.11.2019, which shows
that General Qamar Javed Bajwa has been appointed as COAS under the
Article 243(4)(b) of the Constitution with effect from 28.11.2019. The current appointment of General Qamar Javed Bajwa as COAS shall be subject to the legislation and shall continue for a period of six months from
today, whereafter the new legislation shall determine his tenure and other
terms and conditions of service."
The top court's ruling came at a critical moment. Prime Minister Imran
Khan had extended COAS Bajwa's tenure through a notification in August,
but the top court suspended it on November 26 due to irregularities in the
manner of extension. The SC had taken up the case and noted a number
of flaws in the government’s original notification through which the sitting
Army Chief was granted a fresh term of three years. There was total confusion in both political and legal circles as it came to light that the notification had been originally signed by the prime minister and not the president
– as per rules – and that the subsequent cabinet approval for the decision
did not appear to be solid. Following this, a new emergency meeting of
the cabinet was called by the prime minister to discuss the issue.
It is apparent that those in the government handling the matter made
mistakes in drafting the original notification as they seemed unclear about
the provisions of the Army Act and Army Rules. Needless to say, the SC
has passed an order in a matter whose importance cannot be overemphasised.
The court has ruled that the parliament and the federal government
should clearly “specify the terms and conditions of service of the COAS
through an act of parliament and to clarify the scope of the Article 243 of
the Constitution in this regard”. The point here is that while the government
had been pointing to the Article 243(4)(b) of the Constitution and Regulation 255 of the Army Regulations (Rules), 1998, the court found that the
legislation did not specify the Army Chief’s appointment, duration of service
and extension. Yet, such extensions have been granted multiple times in
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the past.
In this background, the case has acquired historic significance. As per
rules, the defence ministry, after examining the detailed order of the
Supreme Court, will forward a proposal of amending the Army Act in accordance with the guidelines set by the apex court. The law ministry will finalize the bill and lay it before the National Assembly. The Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf can get through the bill in the lower house. However, it is
not an easy job in the Senate since it has fewer seats in the upper house.
For this, the PTI needs to get support from the PML-N and the PPP. Ultimately, it depends upon the behavior and statesmanship of Prime Minister
Imran Khan as to how he would win the support of opposition parties to
keep General Bajwa in the office of COAS beyond six months.
The ball is now in parliament’s court. The people’s elected representatives have been provided an opportunity by the apex court to frame the
legal process pertaining to the appointment of Army Chiefs and the length
of their tenure in office. Given the crucial position of the Army Chief within
the state structure, the parliament must come up with legislation that takes
into account all aspects of the matter. There should be wide ranging discussions and consultation between the government and the opposition so
that the issue is debated in detail before the final legislation is drafted. All
efforts should be made to produce a law that strengthens all institutions
and the system as a whole.
The Army Chief’s appointment and extension in tenure is of prime importance in our situation and it should not be politicized. It is hoped that
despite the current tensions, the opposition will respond to the issue positively. The need is for a constructive working relationship inside the parliament without which it would be difficult to handle the critical task at hand.
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Society

Combating violence
against women
Nasim Ahmed

On November 25 every year, International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women is observed.The special day is designed to focus attention on one of the most widespread and devastating human rights
violations globally. Seminars are organised and walks held to sensitise public opinion and draw attention to the urgent need to end violence against
women and girls.
Basically, gender-based violence is both a cause and a consequence
of gender inequality. Violence against women takes many forms, including
intimate partner violence, harassment, online abuse and so-called honourrelated violence ultimately leading to femicide, which are crimes often committed within families and cut across all socio-economic divides.
To mark International Day for Elimination of Violence Against Women,
UN Women Executive Director Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka issued a statement calling for a global effort to end physical and psychological violence.
If she could have one wish, she said, it would be for the world to see “a
total end to rape." The scourge affects women and girls in all countries
across social and economic strata, though more so in conservative societies like Pakistan due to deeply ingrained gender bias that lends acceptability to violence against women.
As we know, almost universally, most perpetrators of rape go unreported and unpunished. More often than not, the victims of assault and
their families prefer to hush up such outrages for fear of stigmatization; and
also to avoid embarrassing questions during police investigations as well
as court proceedings.
Violence against women is endemic in Pakistan. A particularly heinous
form of gender-based violence is that of so-called “honour killings”. An estimated 1,000 plus women are murdered in the name of “honour” in Pakistan each year.This inhumane practice continues to take place despite the
enactment of stringent legislation, including the existing honour killing law
of 2016, which mandates life imprisonment for convicted murderers and
restricts the power of pardon by the family of perpetrators of such crimes.
In recent years, a host of laws have been enacted in Pakistan to prevent
different forms of violence against women. But laws alone are not enough
to set things right. Experts say that having more women in police force and
training them adequately could be an important step in ensuring that survivors begin to trust that their complaint is taken seriously at every stage
of what can be a complex process.
However, the overriding need is to address the underlying factors of violence, which are related to societal norms pertaining to gender roles. Towards that end, school curriculums need to sensitize students about equal
rights between the sexes. Greater representation of women in positions of
power can also help change social attitudes towards women. Only when
people learn to respect women as equal beings will violence against them
become more and more unacceptable.
The European Union is working with the authorities in Pakistan to
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strengthen legal frameworks and institutions, supporting development and
education, improving services for survivors, addressing the root causes of
violence and promotion women empowerment. The EU is actively supporting the effort of the government of Pakistan in addressing the problem
through women’s empowerment programs, the promotion of girl’s education, as well as through human rights programs.
On the 25th of November, the Federal Ministry of Law and Justice, in
collaboration with the European Union Delegation to Pakistan, organised
a multi-stakeholder discussion and dialogue against gender-based violence and screened two short films highlighting the existing legislative
framework against “honour killings.”
In an effort to engage with the public about the practice of “honour
killing”, the first film, a Public Service Message (PSM), focused on highlighting the issue: A story of a neighborhood in a town, where the father of
a young adolescent girl believes that his daughter has brought dishonour
to their family. He is stopped by the people of his neighborhood, telling him
the consequences of his actions and how he would be the one bringing
shame and dishonour to their community. The second film, titled Aagahi,
highlighted the existing laws against “honour killing,” according to the Constitution of Pakistan: The animated short film is a step-by-step guide about
the laws and the resources available for survivors and their families.
International Day to Eliminate Violence Against Women is a clarion call
to put an end to the heinous crime. One way of doing this is to increase
the awareness and implementation of Pakistan’s laws against honour
killings. If more women and men knew about the existing legal framework,
more could claim safety and support mechanisms that the law guarantees
them.
Needless to say, ending violence against women requires a firm and
sustained commitment not only at the institutional level; it also requires a
broad involvement of all government institutions, civil society at large. The
real challenge is to change attitudes, and this calls for sustained efforts by
all concerned.
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Settlement

Sharifs’ first
tranche?
Muhammad Hassan

A sum of 190 million pounds (Rs39 billion) recovered by the United Kingdom’s National Crime Agency (NCA) from the family of a real estate tycoon
of Pakistan and transferred to the Supreme Court’s accounts have lent
credence to rumours the government has allowed former Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif to leave abroad for treatment under a deal.
Rumour has it that the money was actually paid by the Sharif family
but the name of the tycoon was used as part of the deal. Speculation is
also rife that former President Asif Ali Zardari and former Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif could also cough up huge sums to save their skin
in corruption cases. Social media is also abuzz with reports that the government expected to receive over Rs1,000b from corrupt people in the
next few months under secret deals.
According to the government’s own admission, it has signed a deed of
confidentiality with the NCA and the business tycoon. Despite a huge success, it is tightlipped and refused to give more details than an NCA statement, which said, “The £190 million settlement is the result of an
investigation by the NCA into Malik Riaz Hussain, a Pakistani national,
whose business is one of the biggest private sector employers in Pakistan.” However, Malik Riaz claimed, in his tweets, said that the recovered
amount would go to the Supreme Court of Pakistan to return Rs460b for
acquiring vast land in Karachi for developing the Bahria Town housing
scheme. He also claimed the NCA had not declared him guilty of any
wrongdoing after a year-long investigation into property and accounts connected to his family. In a clear reference to Nawaz Sharif, he said other
people should also follow suit and bring their money back to Pakistan.
Reports of Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Accountability
Mirza Shahzad Akbar meeting Malik Riaz also complicated the matter. In
one of video clips that made the rounds on social media, he was seen receiving a bag from Malik Riaz.
It is the first time in Pakistan’s history that money has been repatriated
from another country through the legal process and the settlement was
reached in a civil case. Under the agreement, the government will not initiate criminal proceedings against the real estate tycoon for being involved
in money laundering. There is no word to elaborate as to how the money
was stashed away and whether any political figure was involved in the
crime. The secrecy in the settlement has allowed analysts to raise questions which nobody is willing to answer.
The settlement has been reached at a time when the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) has frozen 23 properties of Opposition Leader in the
National Assembly Shahbaz Sharif, his sons — Hamza and Suleman —
and other family members in connection with an investigation involving the
income beyond means and money laundering. Shahbaz Sharif has been
on bail in Ramzan Sugar Mills and Ashiyana Housing cases, while Hamza
is on judicial remand in the income beyond means, money laundering and
Ramzan Sugar Mills cases. Suleman Shahbaz is absconding and lives in
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the UK.
Shahbaz Sharif has prolonged his stay in the UK after the government
brought fresh allegations of corruption and money laundering against him
and his family members. According to investigations, his assets grew 70
times while that of his son 8,000 times in the last 10 years, when he was
the chief minister of the largest province of the country. A sophisticated
network of money laundering was allegedly run at the Punjab Chief Minister Secretariat under the patronage of the then Chief Minister Shahbaz
Sharif. Over Rs7billion was laundered using just one company, Good Nature Trading Company (GNTC), through 200 fake telegraphic transfers
(TTs). The fresh probe says a new business empire was set up using the
money laundered through a network of fake TTs. Shahbaz allegedly established the GNTC – a fake company – and appointed his front-men,
Nisar Gill, as director political affairs at the CM Secretariat, and Ali Ahmed
as director policy – who laundered money on behalf of the family. The fake
company was actually run by Suleman which run a business worth Rs7
billion, that too on paper. Two more characters – Shoaib Qamar and Mansoor Anwar – were also involved in the money laundering network as cash
boys. They would deposit money in different accounts. They withdrew
Rs2.1 billion in cash from GNTC accounts. Over Rs16 million was deposited in the account of Shahbaz, who then transferred the money to his
wife Tehmina Durrani, and the same amount was used for purchasing
property in Whispering Pines Villas. The cash boys deposited Rs25 million
in Suleman’s account after withdrawing the amount from the GNTC. Another amount was transferred to an account of Hamza Shahbaz, who
transferred it to the account of his wife and used the money to purchase
properties in Johar Town, Lahore.
Speculation is rife that former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has paid
the first tranche of the agreed amount after he was allowed to leave the
country. Former President Asif Ali Zardari is also expected to enter into a
plea bargain after almost all co-accused in the mega fake accounts case
have agreed to return the ill-gotten money. The process is expected to
complete in three or four months. There are also rumours that the younger
Sharif is also in the process of entering into a secret deal with the government, under which he will pay a handsome amount. Some say he has already struck a deal to save his political heir, Hamza Shahbaz.
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Environment

Catastrophic
climate change
Muhammad Ali

The last five years were the warmest years ever recorded in 139-year
history of the tracking of global heat. Year 2018 was the fourth hottest
year ever recorded. Land temperatures have risen more than two degrees Fahrenheit than the 20th century average and experts warn the
world will have to cut greenhouse gas emissions well beyond current
pledges to make up for lost time or face catastrophic climate changes.
G20 countries are collectively responsible for 78 percent of all emissions, but they are not doing enough to contain global warming within
the 1.5-2 degrees Celsius temperature goals established by the Paris
Agreement in 2016. According to a recent United Nations report, China
and the United States, the two top greenhouse gas emitters, along with
Russia and the European Union, are doing too little to tackle the climate
crisis. "Emissions need to go down by 55pc by 2030,” said the annual
Emissions Gap Report colead author, John Christensen. "There is no
way we are going to make it if we don't step up action as of next year
with ambitious plans.”
The report, compiled by the world’s leading scientists, says that even
if all commitments made in Paris were to be implemented, temperatures
would likely rise - because of previous inaction - up to 3.2C this century,
bringing destructive climate change. This means countries are now
obliged to increase their joint commitments by more than fivefold, or the
1.5C goal will be out of reach before 2030. Limiting warming to 1.5C is
possible, says the report, but doing so requires radical changes in our
economic systems as well as in our social habits. The solutions proposed by the report depict a new world that would have to be transformed within just one generation for a reversal of the climate crisis.
The rise of just half a degree in global temperatures means the disappearance of entire ecosystems upon which the survival of half a billion
people on the planet depends. A rise of 1.5C puts one million of the
world's 7.6 million species at risk of extinction, and will kill off 75 percent
of the world's coral reefs. A rise of 2C will kill all the world's coral, cause
massive habitats and many insects to disappear, along with shorter rainy
seasons, impacting harvests. Each year the Emissions Gap Report
measures the gap between the anticipated emissions in 2030 and levels
consistent with the 1.5C and 2C targets of the Paris Agreement. The report finds that emissions have been constantly increasing over the past
decade, hitting a new high in 2018 of 55.3 gigatonnes of CO2 equivalent
emissions.
The report suggests electricity should become the main energy
source by 2050, with renewables making up at least 85 percent of global
consumption. Coal production should be phased out; transport and industry should be decarbonised; energy efficiency should be improved.
The transition process would cost between $1.6-3.8 trillion a year globally between the years 2020 and 2050. Developing economic and social
policies that encourage materials efficiency, low waste and consumption,
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reuse and recycling should become a top priority, along with preserving
the existing forests and planting new ones.
Experts say the world is still not serious about climate change despite its catastrophic effects. In early November, the US, the world's
second-largest emitter of greenhouse gases, started its withdrawal
procedure from the Paris Agreement, with President Donald Trump
stating the accord undermined the US economy. However, in defiance
of its president's climate policies, the state of California committed to
cut greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero by 2050. China, the world's
top greenhouse gas emitter, said it would pursue a path of low-carbon
development and announced a partnership that could potentially unlock up to 12 billion tonnes of global emissions reductions. India, the
fourth-largest emitter, pledged to increase renewable energy capacity
by 2022. The EU, the most attentive to climate change despite its ranking third among the top emitters, said at least 25 percent of the next
EU budget would be devoted to climate-related activities. The Russian
Federation, the fifth-largest emitter, announced that it would ratify the
Paris Agreement, bringing the total number of countries that have
joined to 187. US tycoon Michael Bloomberg, now a candidate for the
US presidency, announced he would increase the funding and geographic spread of his coal phase-out efforts to 30 countries. His work
has helped to close 297 out of 530 coal plants in the US, according to
a UN press release.
While the world’s advance countries are responsible for the climate
crisis, it is developing and poor countries that are suffering the most.
The 10 countries and territories most affected by climate change include
Puerto Rico, Myanmar, Haiti, the Philippines, Pakistan, Vietnam,
Bangladesh, Thailand, Nepal and Dominica. Pakistan has jumped three
places to take fifth position on the Global Climate Risk Index 2020 in
the list of nations most affected by climate change. Pakistan was the
eighth most vulnerable country in the last year’s report.
Pakistan’s geographical location has made it more prone to extreme
weather events, in particular, heavy rainfalls. Between 1998 and 2018,
over 10,000 people died due to extreme weather conditions including
floods and heatwaves. The economic loss was nearly $4b. Pakistan
ranked third among the most affected countries in terms of economic
losses over the period. It shows how poor countries are paying the price
for the greed of the big polluters. It also shows that climatic hazards,
besides having a devastating impact on the ecosystem, also affect the
overall development of nations, including public health, agriculture and
the economy.
Experts say the coming year will be critical for climate change but
warn nations are already too late to tackle the crisis. They should review
their commitments upwards in 2020 to close the gap in action and follow
up with policies and strategies without delay, they suggest.
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Corruption

Saudi Arabia’s fresh
crackdown
Muhammad Zain

Saudi Arabia has announced a fresh crackdown on corruption by launching
investigations against 20 prominent personalities of the world, including former
Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Bangladesh Prime Minister Khaleda
Zia and Lebanese Prime Minister Saad al-Hariri. Experts say the probe has
the potential to shake the world, like the Panama Papers.
Though the probe is in the initial stage, yet it spells trouble for at least the
three former prime ministers, because Saudi authorities would not have
named them if they had not concrete evidence against them. It will worsen
the situation for the Sharifs, who are already fighting for their political survival
in Pakistan in the wake of a number of corruption charges against them. The
Saudi probe will strengthen the cases against them in Pakistan. The same is
case with Khaleda Zia.
Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was serving a seven-year jail term when
he was allowed to leave Pakistan for treatment abroad recently. He was
handed down the sentence for his businesses in Saudi Arabia as the court
found him guilty of corruption and corrupt practices last year. The court also
fined him Rs1.5 billion and US $25 million in the case and disqualified him for
10 years from holding any public office. The former premier, however, was
acquitted in the Flagship Investments reference. The reference pertains to
the Sharifs being unable to justify the source of funds provided to set up AlAzizia Steel Mills and Hill Metal Establishment (HME) in Saudi Arabia, making
it a case of owning assets beyond means. The court had also ordered the
federal government to forfeit all assets, properties, rights, receivables and interests and approach the government of Saudi Arabia to implement the forfeiture. The court ordered that perpetual non-bailable arrest warrants be
issued for Nawaz's sons, Hussain and Hassan, who had already been declared proclaimed offenders for absconding from the trial. Al-Azizia Steel Mills
and Flagship Investments references concern the setting up of the Al-Azizia
and Hill Metal Establishment in Saudi Arabia, and Flagship Investment in the
United Kingdom. According to the Sharif family, the late Mian Mohammad
Sharif, (Nawaz Sharif's father) had provided AED 5.4m to Hussain Nawaz
and AED 4.2m to Hasan Nawaz to establish Al-Azizia and Hill Metal Establishment in Saudi Arabia, and Flagship Investment and 16 other companies
in the UK, when the family was in exile. On July 28, 2017, the Supreme Court
had disqualified the then Prime Minister Nawaz from his position and directed
the accountability authority to file three references in Avenfield Properties, AlAzizia and Flagship Investment cases before the accountability court.
According to Saudi authorities, they are investigating the former prime ministers’ possible complicity in money-laundering, corruption and bribery. Khaleda
Zia and her sons have an investment of around $12 billion in malls and other
infrastructural projects in Saudi Arabia with money allegedly amassed through
bribery and extortion.
The Saudi authorities have announced the launch of new investigations after
they ended the biggest crackdown of the country’s history early this year, in
which about $107 billion was recovered. An anti-corruption commission
headed by Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman said the funds received
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from 87 individuals came in cash, real estate, companies and securities. The
commission referred more than 60 people to prosecution, according to a royal
court statement carried by state media. The purge, which started in November
2017, prompted a growing number of rich Saudis to try to move money out of
the kingdom or draw up plans to leave, Bloomberg News reported in November.
Dozens of royal family members and business leaders were rounded up and
detained at the Ritz Carlton hotel in Riyadh. The palatial hotel reopened for
the public in February last year. The list of royals and businessmen who were
jailed included Saudi billionaire Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, who was released
after signing a “confirmed understanding,” and Saudi-Ethiopian billionaire Mohammed Al Amoudi, who was released in January. The commission said that
56 people who were referred to prosecution had “other criminal cases against
them.” Eight other people “refused to settle despite the existence of evidence
against them, and they were referred to the public prosecutor.”
Experts say Saudi Arabia is gearing up efforts to combat rampant corruption
within its public institutions. As with several other Arab countries, bribery is
rife in governmental sectors but the kingdom hasn't been letting anyone guilty
of such acts walk free. In a recent case that has been made public, the country's public prosecution detained a prominent businessman who bribed a government employee with 75 million Saudi riyals ($20 million) in a bid to get
approval on a billion-dollar project.
Saudi Arabia has become the first Arab country to be granted full membership
of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the global money laundering watchdog, in June this year. Its full membership came after it was reported the kingdom had made "tangible progress" and for its efforts in implementing FATF
guidelines. Analysts say it will be a huge development if the Saudi authorities
move against the three former prime ministers, two of whom, Nawaz Sharif
Saad al-Hariri, are considered close to the royal family. If the charges prove
against them and action is taken, it will improve the image of the country in
the comity of nations and further squeeze space for corruption and money
laundering in the world. It will also benefit the countries from when ill-gotten
money was generated and laundered.
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Afghanistan

The US war of lies
Shahid Hussain

The US has restarted negotiations with the Taliban for peace in
Afghanistan. However, its position of weakness has been exposed after
confidential interviews with key figures involved in prosecuting the 18-year
war have revealed that the US public was consistently misled about an
unwinnable conflict.
The 2,000 pages of documents reveal the bleak and unvarnished views
of many insiders in a war that has cost $1tn and killed more than 2,300
US servicemen and women, with more than 20,000 injured. Tens of thousands of Afghan civilians have died in the conflict. Analysts say the interviews highlight the core failings of the war that persist to this day. They
underscore how three presidents — George W. Bush, Barack Obama and
Donald Trump — and their military commanders have been unable to deliver on their promises to prevail in Afghanistan. With most speaking on
the assumption that their remarks would not become public, US officials
acknowledged that their warfighting strategies were fatally flawed and that
Washington wasted enormous sums of money trying to remake
Afghanistan into a modern nation. The interviews also highlight the US
government’s botched attempts to curtail runaway corruption, build a competent Afghan army and police force, and put a dent in Afghanistan’s thriving opium trade.
The US government has not carried out a comprehensive accounting of
how much it has spent on the war in Afghanistan, but the costs are staggering. Since 2001, the Defense Department, State Department and US
Agency for International Development have spent or appropriated between
$934 billion and $978 billion, according to an inflation-adjusted estimate calculated by Neta Crawford, a political science professor and co-director of
the Costs of War Project at Brown University. The figures do not include
money spent by other agencies such as the CIA and the Department of Veterans Affairs, which is responsible for medical care for wounded veterans.
A confidential trove of government documents obtained by the Washington Post reveals that senior US officials failed to tell the truth about the
war in Afghanistan throughout the 18-year campaign, making rosy pronouncements they knew to be false and hiding unmistakable evidence the
war had become unwinnable. The documents were generated by a federal
project examining the root failures of the longest armed conflict in US history. They include more than 2,000 pages of previously unpublished notes
of interviews with people who played a direct role in the war, from generals
and diplomats to aid workers and Afghan officials.
The documents also contradict a long chorus of public statements from
US presidents, military commanders and diplomats who assured Americans year after year that they were making progress in Afghanistan and
the war was worth fighting. Several of those interviewed described explicit
and sustained efforts by the US government to deliberately mislead the
public. They said it was common at military headquarters in Kabul — and
at the White House — to distort statistics to make it appear the United
States was winning the war when that was not the case. John Sopko, the
head of the federal agency that conducted the interviews, acknowledged
to The Post that the documents show “the American people have constantly been lied to.”
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Analysts say the documents have echoes of the Pentagon Papers –
the US military’s secret history of the Vietnam war that were leaked in 1971
and told a similarly troubling story of the cover-up of military failure. Two
major claims in the documents are that US officials manipulated statistics
to suggest to the American public that the war was being won and that
successive administrations turned a blind eye to widespread corruption
among Afghan officials, allowing the theft of US aid with impunity.
According to the New York Times, the Afghanistan revelations arrive in
an America already so distrustful that it’s hard to imagine how it could be
disillusioned further. Over 50 percent of the country still trusted the federal
government to do the right thing at least most of the time in the early Nixon
years; today the equivalent figure is 17 percent. The Washington Post’s
reporting should be shocking, but in the current environment it’s hard to
imagine any reader actually being shocked. And with the absence of
shock, it seems, comes an absence of antiwar energy as well. The newly
disillusioned America of 1971 wanted withdrawal from Vietnam and got it
within a few short years; the more cynical America of 2019 has favored
withdrawal from Afghanistan for almost a decade without getting it.
Afghanistan has long been the overshadowed war, eclipsed in public
attention by the invasion of Iraq and a dozen other stories. Even so, the
American occupation of Afghanistan grinds on, with an end seeming remote and any kind of positive resolution even more so, observed the Atlantic. Polls have long shown majorities or pluralities of Americans saying
that they don’t think the war in Afghanistan is worth fighting and that it is
failing. Fewer than half now believe fighting the war was the right decision
in the first place—a finding that comes as a jolt to anyone who remembers
the national mood after September 11, 2001. Most think that the war doesn’t have a clear objective. Perhaps unsurprisingly, these views are often
even stronger among veterans—the people who have been sent to fight
the war and have seen how little progress the American effort is making,
and at what cost.
Experts say the credibility gap regarding Afghanistan isn’t a bizarre and
unstable temporary situation but the status quo. Everyone knows the US
is losing in Afghanistan. Almost everyone in the government has been lying
about it for years. Yet the collective response to this contradiction is a resigned shrug. The Afghanistan debacle has conditioned Americans to expect it. It helped pave the way for the presidency of Donald Trump, who
as a candidate offered a mix of outright lies, goofy fibs, and bullshit, and
has faithfully continued to do the same since being elected. As with so
many of the troubling currents in contemporary American politics, Trump
didn’t create the condition in which people shrug at their government when
it brazenly and transparently lies to them. But he has benefited from and
exacerbated it.
US analysts say their troop presence in Afghanistan has declined substantially since the Obama-era surge of troops and the much smaller earlyTrump-administration troop increase. It is possible that in a Trump second
term or a Bernie Sanders presidency it will finally trace a slow descent to
zero, with or without a deal with the Taliban, and after 20 years or so Americans finally discover that even endless wars can end.
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Economics

Out of the wilderness?
Husnain Shahid

The government claims to have brought the country out of an economic
mess but the opposition paints a bleak picture of the economy despite
some positive signs noted by international organizations.
Inflation, which directly affects the common man, is at its peak in Pakistan. According to media reports, Pakistan’s economic meltdown has
eroded between 30 and 40 percent jobs in labor market, pushing more
people below the poverty line, in the first 15 months of the Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PT) government of Prime Minister Imran Khan, which had
come to power on the back of promises to provide 10 million jobs. The opposition claims one million more people may lose jobs in the next few
years. However, the government has rejected the claims about jobs lost. It
is a fact that thousands of people have lost jobs, but there is no institution
in Pakistan which could confirm or deny it.
Despite the negative developments, signs of recovery are visible. In a
recent report, the Asian Development Bank said signs of economic stabilisation were emerging in Pakistan during the ongoing fiscal year 2019-20.
The ADB, in its Asian Development Outlook 2019 Supplement, said that
inflation in Pakistan for the first three months of the ongoing fiscal year averaged 10.1 per cent despite “tight monetary policy and modestly strengthening currency”. The bank also highlighted that after a “steep growth
slowdown” in Pakistan the previous fiscal year, “signs of economic stabilisation” were being seen in fiscal year 2020.
The ADB has also approved two loans totaling $1.3 billion for budgetary
support and key reforms in Pakistan. It approved $1 billion in immediate
budgetary support to Pakistan to “shore up the country’s public finances”
and help strengthen a “slowing economy.” The bank also approved a $300
million policy-based loan that will help the government address financial
sustainability, governance, and energy infrastructure policy constraints in
the energy sector.
In a significant development, Moody’s Investors Services has upgraded
Pakistan’s outlook from “negative” to “stable”, reaffirming the country's rating of B3. “The change in outlook to stable is driven by expectations that
the balance of payments dynamics will continue to improve, supported by
policy adjustments and currency flexibility. Such developments reduce external vulnerability risks, although foreign exchange reserve buffers remain
low and will take time to rebuild,” it said.
The rupee in open market has risen to its five-month high as demand
for the greenback fell owing to the decline in imports whereas increase in
the dollar from lending agencies and foreign investment in government papers helped stabilise the rupee-dollar parity. According to Bloomberg, Pakistan’s economy has posted early successes so far. The fiscal deficit
dropped by half to 0.7% of gross domestic product in the three months
through September compared with the same period last year, according
to government data. The current account turned into a surplus for the first
time in four years in October. Investors are following suit. Foreigners invested about $1.2 billion into Pakistan Treasury bills since July after virtually zero inflows in the past two years, it noted.
Pakistan’s exports of goods during November 2019 have increased by
9.6pc to $2.02 billion while imports declined by 17.53pc to $3.815 billion
over the corresponding month of the last year, according to the Ministry of
Commerce. Exports were recorded at $1.843 billion while imports at
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$4.626 billion in the same month last year (November 2018). During JulyNovember 2019/20, the country's exports were recorded at $9.55 billion
against $9.113 billion in the corresponding month, showing an increase of
4.8 percent (or $437 million), while imports were slashed by 19.27 percent
(or $4.546 billion) to $19.046 billion. In the same period last year, imports
were recorded at $23.59 billion.
The five-month trade deficit was recorded at $9.496 billion against the
corresponding period’s deficit of $14.479 million. It indicates the trade
deficit has declined by 34.4 percent or $4.983 billion during the five months.
The trade deficit in November 2019 was recorded at $1.795 billion while in
November 2018, it was $2.783 billion, depicting a sizable decline of 35.5pc
(or $1 billion) in one month.
The current account balance recorded a surplus in October after a gap
of four years which is an indication of receding pressures on the country’s
external accounts. The government’s primary balance is estimated to
record a surplus in the first quarter of FY20, a first since Q2FY16.
In its recent report, the State Bank of Pakistan said the recent economic
data suggested that economic activity was strengthening in export-oriented
and import-competing sectors while inward-oriented sectors continued to
experience a slowdown in activity. The Federal Board of Revenue tax collections grew 16.2pc year-on-year in the Jul-Oct period compared to 6.4pc
during the same period last year. In the light of the temporary nature of increases, continued softness in domestic demand, and recent appreciation
of the currency on the back of improving market sentiment, the SBP was
of the view that inflationary pressures were expected to recede in the second half of the current fiscal year.
The government’s claim of an economic turnaround is also supported
by a recent report in Bloomberg, which quoting the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), said Pakistan was anticipated to be among top 20 drivers of
growth by 2024. The forecast also includes China, India, Thailand,
Malaysia, Japan, South Korea, Philippines and Bangladesh from Asian
countries.
Pakistan’s economic indicators have started showing signs of a turnaround in 15 months of Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government as foreign
direct investment, exports and remittances have increased while the current account deficit decreased sharply. The forecasts indicate the country
is firmly on the path to progress and people will start reaping fruit in few
years. However, the people’s main issue is rising inflation and they need
immediate relief. They do not know whether economic indicators are improving or not.
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Politics

Political system constraints
and bad governance
Raza Khan
The present political system, which is now quite mature, is not functioning at all,
resulting in poor governance all around with sufferings of the people multiplying
with each passing day and making ever-growing pressure on the system.
The existing political system based on the parliamentary form of government
has been in place in Pakistan since year 2002, and during the period four political parties have remained in power, including the Pakistan Muslim LeagueQuaid-e-Azam (PML-Q), the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI). Noticeably, almost all smaller or regional parties also remained partners in political
power whether at the provincial level as leaders of coalitions or at the federal
level as allies of the four mainstream or larger parties. The smaller or regional
political groups, which have been enjoying political power, include Jamiat-eUlema-e-Islam (JUI-F), Muttahida Qaumi Movement, Awami National Party
(ANP), Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP), Jamaat-e-Islami Pakistan (JI),
Pakistan Muslim League-Functional, Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNPM) and National Party (NP). Thus, all the large or small political parties and outfits have been in power somehow. This means that all parties with their different
agendas, ideologies (if any) and manifestos remained in the power corridors.
Obviously, they must have tried their best to achieve their ends. However, collectively these parties could not bring about any big social change or development. This is evident from almost all socio-economic indicators including the
GDP growth, incidence of poverty, rates of unemployment, illiteracy, Human
Development Index (HDI) and so on.
The situation suggests a very important aspect that despite almost all political
groups and parties remaining in power, they have failed to deliver and bring
about positive change in the lives of the majority of Pakistanis or even a substantial number of Pakistanis. The answer is both simple and not that simple.
Fundamentally, it is the problem with the political culture of the country that is
obviously part of the wider societal culture. However, we must not look into the
political culture of Pakistan and its issues in this piece of writing. However, it is
the political system that is based on the political culture which is the immediate
cause of failure of governance structures and the resultant bad governance.
The resultant conflict and crisis in the country at each level and its ubiquity is
the upshot of the chronic issue of our political system. The foremost issue with
the parliamentary political system of Pakistan has been disputes over the results
of national elections. It is important to note that since the present political system
in vogue, every time the results of elections were questioned by the losing parties. When the first national elections were held in 1978 under the 1973 Constitution, the defeated parties raised a hue and cry over the results and which
obviously were rigged. The result was political crisis which provided the very
pretext and opportunity for the then power-hungry army chief, General Zia-ulHaq, to usurp power and rule for the next 11 years to the exclusion of all political
players. Noticeably, the political system has no strength to address and resolve
the issue of allegations of electoral fraud. Therefore, the last government of the
PML-N, according to the present ruling PTI, came to power in 2013 through a
fraudulent election. Consequently, the PTI launched an unprecedented protest
and agitation drive against the electoral fraud and held a 126-day long mass
sit-in in Islamabad. The sit-in although did not result in anything concrete but
fully brought to light the weaknesses of the political system. In 2018, when national elections were held and the PTI won a thin majority, all the losing parties
including the PML-N, JUI-F, PPP, ANP, PkMAP, JIP and others declared the
elections a total fraud. So a government which comes to power on the basis of
tainted elections, whether allegedly or in reality, not only becomes a suspect in
the eyes of the people but the international community and even itself which
has a strong debilitating effect on bigwigs of the government. Elections are con-
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sidered the biggest form of accountability, therefore if the process is questionable
what kind of accountability it could ensure?
Another very important problem with our parliamentary political system is
that governance structures under it could not ensure transparency, accountability and the rule of law. This is because of the fact that the system provides
opportunities for nepotism, financial misappropriation and so on. In fact, the
structure is based on a system in which the ruling party or the government has
to make all its political supporters and party bigwigs happy and contended instead of the masses. Obviously, this requires the violation of the rule of law and
merit and the result is non-transparent and unaccountable structures of governance. Moreover, the checks and balances system between the key pillars of
the state parliament, executive, judiciary is not strong at all. This is despite the
fact that the country’s higher judiciary has demonstrated reasonable activism
and even disqualified sitting prime ministers and resisted military generals’ bid
to encroach upon its constitutional powers. The inter-institutional checks system
in the Pakistani political system is not strong, rather functional, because of the
very fact that in our parliamentary system the government is given birth by the
parliament itself and the head of the government is not only part of the parliament but most often the head of the ruling political party. Consequently, the parliament could not exercise the required checks on the executive. More
importantly, as in Pakistan the members of the parliament, whether in the ruling
or opposition parties, have been getting public funds called “development” funds
to carry out public works in their respective electoral constituencies. As the government has the complete control over the provision of the “development” funds,
therefore, even the opposition parties’ parliament members could ill-afford to
exercise the requisite check on the treasury benches.
The question that why all important big and small political parties of Pakistan
despite being part of the power corridors could not bring about meaningful development and ameliorate the lot of the people must not be left unaddressed.
When political parties are asked that why this has been happening, they complain that they remained in power but they have been straitjacketed because of
political systemic constraints. For instance, this writer once met the late Qazi
Hussain Ahmed, the former head of the Jamaat-e-Islami in 2007, when the religious parties alliance had nearly completed five-year in power in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province, his argument on their failure to deliver was quite interesting. He told this writer that first his party was part of the religious parties umbrella alliance, the MMA, and therefore, was not independent. Secondly, he
said, the federal government of the PML-Q and power-that-be did not let the
MMA government implement Shariah in the province. In other words, these political parties argue that due to the requirement to have an easy majority in the
National Assembly and the Senate of Pakistan, the two chambers of Pakistani
bicameral parliament, which is impossible to achieve in a system with a large
number of parties and viewpoints, they remained virtually powerless despite in
the power corridors. This is itself the biggest question mark on the parliamentary
political system.
The political system shortcomings and problems have been connected with
the political culture of Pakistan, which has been taken its shape and form from
the wider societal culture, therefore, in this situation nothing could change. The
last part of the argument is somewhat mistaken despite the inability of society
to change significantly. Because the political system is fundamentally meant to
overcome the problems of society, therefore, it must be designed to do so.
Therefore, if the basic structure of the political system of Pakistan is changed,
which the parliament and the people, through referendum, could very easily do,
things could be fixed. Otherwise, no change of faces in the saddle would or
could work.
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Terrorists regrouping and
LG system in Tribal Areas
Raza Khan

Communication with local people in the erstwhile districts of FATA, particularly in northern district, Bajaur, suggests that terrorists are trying to regroup and have restarted their activities, although in a low profile.
Recent terrorist attacks on security forces personnel in the South
Waziristan district also points towards the fact of terrorists’ attempts to revive
their cadres. The situation calls for immediate steps for sustainable peace
in the former FATA, now merged into the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
province. Reports of the regrouping of terrorists in the merged tribal districts
of KP province is alarming in a sense that peace was restored after great
sacrifices by the people of the areas for more than a decade. If peace in the
tribal districts of KP is derailed, its consequences would be disastrous and
the next time it would be almost impossible to restore order and social control in the geographically inhospitable regions. The best way to have lasting
peace in the region is to carry out large-scale and extensive multidimensional development there. The government has announced and even committed some of the funds for the purpose of spending one thousand billion
rupees (hundred billion rupees each year) over the next ten years; however,
they won’t make any difference if they are not utilized in a proper way. Irrespective of the fact that the federal and KP governments have a number of
institutions with multiple strategies to carry out development work in the tribal
districts but so far these efforts have not borne any fruit. A recent visit by
this writer to the Khyber tribal district, contiguous to the provincial capital,
Peshawar, showed pathetic socioeconomic conditions there. While the best
antidote to discourage extremist and terrorist groups to emerge, grow and
dominate in the tribal regions is development, the best way to carry out the
process of development is through large-scale people participation. This
people participation in the process of development could only be possible if
they have forums of participation and self-governance at the grass-roots
level, which in turn is dependent on having local government structures.
Here, it is important to note that while the process of integration of the
erstwhile FATA into the KP province was finalized in May 2018, it has been
far from complete. The regrouping efforts by terrorists and some new
strikes by them in the tribal districts underscore the importance of establishing normal governing institutions at the earliest as well as securing the
international border between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Insofar as the establishment of normal governing institutions in the FATA is concerned, they
are indeed important. In the last around 15 years, unprecedented terrorism
unleashed by the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and its foreign affiliates, like Al Qaeda, which got hideouts in the tribal belt of Pakistan, totally
decimated the region economically, politically, administratively and even
psychologically. Whatever minuscule state apparatus was extant in the
FATA, evaporated due to terrorism. But after successful military operations
against the local and international terrorist groups in the former FATA, the
region got somewhat stable but it is still not normal. The Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N)’s last federal government along with all leading
political parties, the PPP and presently ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI), together changed the Constitution to merge the erstwhile FATA with
KP, but this was a really controversial step.
But whatever happened is now history and, therefore, the tribal belt
would somehow be subsumed into KP but there are numerous challenges
to it. This is evident from the fact that when the government realized the
problems in integration and resultant vacuum, which emerged after the
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FATA merger with KP and with it the discontinuation of all in vogue regulations in the region and impediments to enforcing the laws of KP in the
former FATA, it enacted the FATA Interim Regulatory Framework. The interim arrangement has replaced the Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR).
Today, the far more important question regarding the FATA is not its integration but putting in place normal and self-sustaining governing structures there. In this regard, the most important is the holding of local
government elections in the merged districts. Local government elections
in the region were promised by the previous PML-N government to be held
by October 2018. However, the elections could not take place so far, raising doubts about the government’s seriousness on the issue.
Prime Minister Imran Khan has now desired to come up with a uniform
local government system in the country. Moreover, he has also directed to
the quarters concerned that local government elections in KP and former
FATA should be held at once. While PM Khan desires to have a uniform
local government system in entire Pakistan, it may require constitutional
changes as presently every province is empowered to have a local government system of its choice. However, making constitutional amendments
to bring a uniform LG system is not possible for the PTI’s weak federal
government. Against this backdrop, holding municipal elections in the
merged districts in the immediate future is not possible while the region
direly needs so. Therefore, the PTI government and PM Khan have to
come up with a prompt solution as the former FATA exigently needs local
government councils, perhaps more direly than any other area of Pakistan.
There are various reasons for it.
National and international so-called Jihadist organizations and individuals find an extremely conducive environment in former FATA to make the
region their base for regional insurgency and international terrorism in the
name of Islam. All these negative developments in FATA have their roots
in the long-existing political and legal vacuum in the areas, specifically due
to the absence of local government structures. This long existing political
and legal vacuum in the former FATA was also among other factors due to
the non-existence of any form of self-governing local government institutions. Due to which the establishment of the state write in the region remains a far cry while it could not at all be developed while the provision of
fundamental needs of the people could not be ensured.
As profound social, political and economic changes have occurred over
decades particularly in the 21st Century, the legal and administrative structure of the former FATA, which has its roots in colonial times, could not respond to the complex problems and needs of the growing population. This
slowly and gradually made the existing administrative apparatus redundant, which eroded whatever little state writ in the tribal region. Every kind
of negative trend pervaded and thrived in the region as local, national and
international terrorist and militant groups took full advantage of the situation
and cultivated their bases in the region. Criminal gangs, like kidnappers
and extortionists, also use the territory for their activities. There is little, if
any, realization within Pakistan’s policymaking institutions regarding formulating a new administrative system for the region. Even there was no
serious effort to introduce a local government or municipal councils system
in FATA to provide a rudimentary modern system of administration.
Thus, establishing an LG system is the cry of the time to restore order,
peace and then sustain these structures in FATA.
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Moody’s weighs pros and
cons of Pakistan’s economy
Muhammad Jahangir

It is good news for the economy. The well-known Moody's Investors Service has affirmed Pakistan's local and foreign currency long-term issuer and
senior unsecured debt ratings at B3 and changed the outlook to stable
from negative.
Moody’s expectations are based on the fact that the balance of payments dynamics will continue to improve, supported by policy adjustments
and currency flexibility. It is relevant to mention here that in November,
Moody’s changed the outlook on India's ratings to negative from stable
and affirmed the Baa2 foreign-currency and local-currency long-term issuer ratings. Moody's also affirmed India's Baa2 local-currency senior unsecured rating and its P-2 other short-term local-currency rating. Regarding
Pakistan, Moody’s said that such developments reduce external vulnerability risks, although foreign exchange reserve buffers remain low and will
take time to rebuild.
According to the rating agency, while fiscal strength has weakened with
higher debt levels largely as a result of currency depreciation, ongoing fiscal reforms, including through the IMF programme, will mitigate risks related to debt sustainability and government liquidity. To quote it, “The rating
affirmation reflects Pakistan's relatively large economy and robust longterm growth potential, coupled with ongoing institutional enhancements
that raise policy credibility and effectiveness, albeit from a low starting
point. These credit strengths are balanced against structural constraints
to economic and export competitiveness, the government's low revenue
generation capacity that weakens debt affordability, fiscal strength that will
remain weak over the foreseeable future, as well as political and still-material external vulnerability risks." Significantly, Moody's has affirmed the
B3 foreign currency senior unsecured ratings for the Second Pakistan Int'l
Sukuk Co. Ltd. and the Third Pakistan International Sukuk Co Ltd. The associated payment obligations are, in Moody's view, direct obligations of
the government of Pakistan.
However, Pakistan's Ba3 local currency bond and deposit ceilings remain unchanged. The B2 foreign currency bond ceiling and the Caa1 foreign currency deposit ceiling are also unchanged. The short-term foreign
currency bond and deposit ceilings remain unchanged at Not Prime. These
ceilings act as a cap on the ratings that can be assigned to the obligations
of other entities domiciled in the country. Among the positive factors, the
narrowing current account deficits, in combination with enhancements to
the policy framework including currency flexibility, have lowered external
vulnerability risks for Pakistan.
Moody’s expects Pakistan's current account deficit to continue narrowing in the current and next fiscal year, averaging around 2.2% of GDP, from
more than 6% in fiscal 2018 (the year ending June 2018) and around 5%
in fiscal 2019. The narrowing down of the current account deficit would be
due to subdued import growth. Another positive development is that the
ongoing completion of power projects will reduce capital goods imports,
while oil imports would remain structurally lower given the gradual transition in power generation away from diesel to coal, natural gas and hydropower. At the same time, tight monetary conditions and import tariffs
on nonessential goods will also weigh on broader import demand for some
time, although Moody's sees the possibility of monetary conditions easing
when inflation gradually declines towards the end of the current fiscal year.
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According to Moody’s, exports will gradually pick up on the back of the
real exchange rate depreciation over the past 18 months, also contributing
to narrower current account deficits. It is a good thing that the government
is focusing on raising the country's trade competitiveness. Recently, it
framed a National Tariff Policy aimed at incentivising production for exports
or import substitution. The policy, coupled with improvements in the terms
of trade, will help exports to grow more rapidly in the coming days. The
substantial increase in the power generation capacity over the past few
years and improvements in domestic security have also removed two significant supply-side constraints, paving the way for export-related investment and production.
In its report, Moody's foresees further policy reforms, including greater
central bank independence and the commitment to currency flexibility,
which will support the reduction in external vulnerability. In particular, the
government is planning to introduce a new State Bank of Pakistan Act to
forbid central bank financing of government debt and clarify SBP's primary
objective of price stability. At the same time, the government has strongly
adhered to its commitment to a floating exchange rate regime since May
2019. These enhancements to the policy framework will foster confidence
in the Pakistani rupee, while the use of the exchange rate as a shock absorber increases policy buffers.
However, despite an improved balance of payments position, Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves adequacy remains low. Foreign exchange reserves have fluctuated around $7-8 billion over the past few
months, sufficient only to cover just 2-2.5 months of goods imports. Coverage of external debt due also remains low, with the country's External
Vulnerability Indicator — which measures the ratio of external debt due
over the next fiscal year to foreign exchange reserves — remaining around
160-180%.To take care of this problem, Moody’s has recommended that
the government should take effective measures to mobilise private sector
resources in order to raise foreign exchange reserves substantially from
current levels.
In Moody’s view, downward pressure on the rating would stem from renewed deterioration in Pakistan's external position, including through a
significant widening of the current account deficit and erosion of foreign
exchange reserve buffers, which would threaten the government's external
repayment capacity and heighten liquidity risks. A continued rise in the
government's debt burden, without prospects for stabilisation over the
medium term, would also put downward pressure on the rating.
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Public debt: The
changing context
Muhammad Jahangir

There is much hue and cry over the rising public debt which grew from
Rs3.2 trillion in 2000 to Rs32.7 trillion in 2019.
The increase is huge but it has be seen in terms of GDP – which grew
from Rs4.2 trillion to Rs38.6 trillion in the same time – almost 10 times.
This means that the capacity to absorb debt also increased 10 times. A
little bit of history to put things in context. Before 2000, Pakistan was
heading towards an external debt trap. The crisis was averted in the
Musharraf era as foreign public debt declined from 50.9 percent of GDP
in 1999 to 23.4 percent in 2007. The domestic debt also fell from 47.4
percent to 28.3 percent in the same time. Overall public debt fell from 98.3
percent to 51.6 percent.
However, later higher fiscal spending resulted in an increase in debt
from 51.6 percent of GDP in 2007 to 70.4 percent in 2018. The foreign
debt declined and reached a low of 17.4 percent in 2015 before inching
up to 22.7 percent in 2018. It again started increasing in 2015 to finance
the growing current account deficit.
The real problem was growing domestic debt which increased from
28.3 percent of GDP in 2007 to 47.8 percent in 2018. Government borrowing from the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) increased from Rs1.2 trillion
(9.1% of GDP) in 2009 to Rs3.6 trillion (10.4% of GDP) in 2018. If we add
around Rs2 trillion of commercial banks' refinancing to the government,
the figure rises to Rs5.6 trillion (16.2% of GDP). The number increased
to Rs6.7 trillion (17.4% of GDP) in 2019.
A negative result of higher domestic debt reliance on the banking system is that it is crowding out the private credit. It peaked at 27 percent of
GDP in 2007, when domestic debt was at its lowest ebb (28.3% of GDP).
Thereafter, domestic public debt increased to 47.8 percent of GDP in
2018, and private credit fell to 17 percent of GDP. In other words, lowering
domestic public debt can create space for private credit to grow up.
The latest figures show that debt has increased substantially in 2019.
Both domestic and foreign public debt increased in terms of GDP – from
47.7 percent to 53.8 percent and 22.6 percent to 28.1 percent, respectively. The reason for this is a rising fiscal deficit of Rs3.44 trillion in 2019
(FY19). The government domestic debt in absolute terms increased by
Rs4.3 trillion and, adjusting to additional cash balance of the government
with banks, the net increase in debt is Rs3.3 trillion. In case of external
public debt, it increased from $75.4 billion to $84.0 billion.
The external debt, net of foreign exchange liabilities, increased by $2.9
billion and converting it into rupees at an average exchange rate of FY19
of 136.4, the number is estimated at Rs392 billion. The total debt, domestic and foreign, adjusting for foreign exchange liabilities and increase in
cash balance, is around Rs3.76 trillion versus Rs3.44 trillion of the fiscal
deficit.
The sudden rise in debt in FY19 is explained by the fact that the ma-
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jority of foreign debt is for balance of payment support, and around Rs1.3
trillion of SBP domestic debt taken in Jun-19 has been kept as excess
cash to create buffer. That is why the debt numbers are falling from Jun19 to Sep-19 – from 81.2 percent of GDP to 75.6 percent of GDP (foreign
debt- from 28.1% to 24.1%, and domestic debt from 53.7% to 51.5%).
Now the question is: why Pakistan needed higher foreign debt in FY19
and why higher fiscal deficit was in the same period? To understand this,
one needs to see the total external scorecard for it –the change in foreign
reserves of the country minus total external debt and liabilities increase.
During Jan 2017 to Jun 2018, the country's total external debt and liabilities increased by $19.5 billion and total foreign reserves fell by $6.8
billion. This means the total external scorecard dipped by $26.3 billion.
The commutative current account deficit in that period was $27.8 billion.
The situation posed a serious challenge to the new PTI government.
The current account deficit in FY19 was $13.8 billion and the external
scorecard was minus $13.0 billion – external debt increased by $11.1 billion and reserves were down by $1.9 billion. This explains why external
debt kept on growing in FY19.
During FY20 (Jul-19 to Sep-19), things have begun to improve. There
is a sharp reduction in the current account deficit. For the first time in
1QFY20 since 2QFY15, the change in reserves minus debt increase (external scorecard) is positive – at $209 million. Needless to say, the lower
fiscal deficit will help reduce the need for overall debt, and the better current account number will yield better external scorecard. Another good
sign is that government domestic debt, net of cash balances, increased
by mere Rs240 billion in Jul-Sep and the foreign debt is growing. With
portfolio investment pouring in government debt, eventually banks have
to find borrowers in the private sector. This will make for further industrialisation and higher productivity.
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Education

Pakistan’s failure at
QS Rankings
Rasheed Ali

The Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) releases its publication titled The QS World
University Rankings, every year, reminding governments and authorities concerned across the globe, especially in countries like Pakistan, of their responsibilities towards the next generation in the field of higher education. The
annual QS rankings are among few international rankings that are looked up
by students, education experts, academicians and the industry as a reliable
source internationally. However, it is painful to note that successive governments have failed to pay attention to the findings of the London-based higher
education analyst firm in Pakistan, and improve the country’s ranking in the
most crucial sector.
The Quacquarelli Symonds was founded in 1990 by Nunzio Quacquarelli,
and its an annual publication comprises the global overall and subject rankings, which name the world’s top universities for the study of 48 different subjects and five composite faculty areas. This year’s ranking, released on Nov
27, 2019, was dominated by universities in the US and UK, which together
grabbed nine of top 10 positions for year 2020. The top spot went to Massachusetts Institute of Technology for a record eighth year, making it the longest
reign of a higher education institute in the QS rankings’ history.
However, The QS rankings brought no good news for Pakistan this year
also. Only seven Pakistani universities were included in the best 1,000 universities in the world, finding a place in the prestigious list. These institutions
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include Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences (PIEAS), National University of Science and Technology (NUST), Quaid-e-Azam University, Commission on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development
in the South (COMSATS), Lahore University of Management Sciences
(LUMS), University of Engineering and Technology (UET) and Punjab University, with PIEAS securing the highest 375th spot in the world. However,
the number still falls short of 23, which is the number of Indian universities
included in the World University Rankings 2020; one less from last year’s
ranking. India’s best ranking was secured by Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay (IITB) which jumped 10 spots, securing 152nd spot QS rankings
2020.
According to the latest listing, PIEAS became the highest ranked Pakistani university in the QS 2020, jumping from 397th in 2019 to 375th spot
this year, securing an overall score of 29.2, with individual scores of 96.4 in
faculty-student, 5.4 in academic reputation, 4.6 in employer reputation and
36.2 in citations per faculty.
The second higher education institution on the list from Pakistan is NUST,
which took 400th position, with a slight improvement from its 2019 placement
of 417th attaining an overall score of 28.2, with 76.6 in faculty-student, 39.4
in employer reputation, 16.4 in academic reputation, and 9.2 in citations per
faculty.
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Quaid-e-Azam University Islamabad was the next in the
ranking, which jumped from 551-560 band in 2019 to 511520 band in this year’s ranking, attaining 77.4 in citations per
faculty category.
Lahore-based LUMS retained 701-750 band in this
year’s ranking, getting 36.3 in employer reputation, while
COMSATS fell down from 751-800 to 801-1000th spot this
year. The UET and Punjab University also retained their last
year’s positions, securing a place in 801-1000 and 800-801
bands respectively, both securing 26 and 20.2 in employer
reputation category.
Pakistan’s neighbouring and most trusted friendly country
China topped the Asia region with 42 higher education institutes making a mark in the top 1,000 for the year 2020, followed by Japan (41), South Korea (30), Malaysia (20),
Taiwan (16), and Iran (6).
A subgroup of the QS World University Rankings, covering only Asia, was improved by 68 higher education institutions this year. It covered 17 different locations and around
29 universities from Pakistan were included in the rankings
for this year. Indian and Chinese universities dominated the
QS University Ranking Asia 2020, while the top-ranked university in Asia was found to be the National University of Singapore (NUS).
The latest assessment of Asia's 500 best universities
saw institutions from China taking seven out of the top 10
slots in the rankings. Since the founding of New China 70
years ago, China has achieved great success in modernising its higher education. Some of China's cutting-edge
research areas have started to assume global leading positions.
The universities’ worth in the ranking has been determined on 10 indicators – academic and employee reputation, faculty-student ratio, citation per paper, paper per
faculty, staff with Ph.D., internationalisation and a few others.
Among the top 500 institutions assessed, China has the
highest number, 165 in total (118 from the Chinese mainland). India follows with 101, Japan with 87 and South Korea
with 71.
Ten Chinese mainland universities are among the top 50
for academic reputation, an indicator based on a global survey of 94,672 leading academics, while six mainland universities make the top 50 in the employer reputation measure,
based on a global survey of 44,884 recruiters, with Peking
University ranked first and Tsinghua University second, according to QS.
India has 96 universities ranked, including 20 brand new entries in the
QS World University Rankings: Asia 2020. The Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay (IITB) leads nationally at overall 34th place, and it is followed by IIT
Delhi (IITD) in the 43rd place and by IIT Madras (IITM) in 50th position. The
country has 31 institutes among the top 250. Of these, 18 dropped compared
to last year, 12 gained ground and one remained stable.
Pakistan, however, doesn’t seem under any obligation to compete with
its neighbouring countries in the higher education sector. Only 29 Pakistani
varsities featured in the list of a total of 557 Asian Universities that are included from 17 different countries. Also, only seven Pakistani varsities featured in a group of top 200 universities, compared with eight in the previous
corresponding rankings. Out of which, four are private universities from Punjab, and no private institute in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan.
In Sindh, there are five public sector varsities, including University of
Karachi, University of Sindh, NED University, Mehran University and Dow
University of Health Sciences (DUHS). Karachi University (KU) and NED University have retained their ranking as of last year, University of Sindh ranking
has depreciated while the Mehran University has improved its ranking. Iqra
University (IU) has been included in the category of Business School while
Dow University has also been included in the medical category.
The QS Ranking showed that IU has the strongest faculty-student ratio
indicator in the whole region with the rank of 264th position in Asia. The score
of the university in the indicator is 27.8. The National University of Science
and Technology (NUST) has climbed four spots as it retained its top position
in QS Asia University Rankings 2020. It shared its position with China’s Shandong University. Over the past three years, NUST has improved its ranking
by 29 positions. From 112 in 2017, the NUST ranking has improved to 83 in
2020. Also, NUST is among the top 400 global universities according to the
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QS World University Rankings.
The other top five universities included in the ranking are Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS) at 110, Quaid-i-Azam University (QAU)
at 111, COMSATS Institute of Information Technology at 151, and the Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences (PIEAS) at 168.
Dr. Attaur Rehman, founding Chairman of Higher Education Commission,
and incumbent Chairperson of Prime Minister’s Taskforce on Science and
Technology, is quite dissatisfied with the country’s higher educational institutions at the QS Rankings. In a telephonic talk with Cutting Edge, he admits
that the education sector in general, and higher education in particular, could
not be established on a sound footing over the past decade or so.
He regrets that universities and academicians failed to develop a good
research culture at their institutions. That is why our education system is not
producing good teachers, researchers and world class research. He claims
that the language and content quality of dissertations, especially those being
produced by social sciences scholars, is so poor that international research
journals mostly refuse to publish them.
The educationist says that universities all over the world perform two basic
functions: teaching and research. However, mismanagement on part of universities or higher educational institutions, low budgetary allocations and lack
of investment in research and development by private firms are contributing
to the deterioration of higher education in the country. Allocation for research
and development expenditures, he adds, have always remained low, with
only 0.29% allocation of GDP, way less than the average expenditure in developing countries (2.4%) of their GDP on research.
According to a recent survey, Pakistan is short of 40,000 PhDs. Currently, there are 60,699 researchers working in Pakistan, out of which
10,670 hold a PhD degree, which is a far less number compared with developed countries.
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Violence

Honour killing of a child
Faheem Amir

Sometimes, man wonders how parents can kill their children. It needs
not only barbarity but also a devilish nature to kill an innocent 9-yearold child with stones and bricks in front of a gathering which is there
to cheer the cruel killing. It is happening in Pakistan frequently and
there is no one to stop this heinous crime.
Tragically, all these cruel things get support from the custodians of
religion, morality, false customs, wicked traditions, ruthless feudalism
and cruel tribalism. Interestingly, the victims of these cruel traditions
are poor and helpless people, not the rich and powerful.
According to news reports, Nine year-old Gul Sama Rind, daughter
of Ali Bux Rind, was allegedly stoned to death at the Shahi Makan
area of Kheer, Thar ranges mountains, on the pretext of Karo-Kari on
Nov 21, 2019. The father of the girl, Ali Bux, mother, Lilan Khatoon
Rind and Molvi Mumtaz Leghari (who led the funeral prayer) were arrested and are under investigation at the Wahi Pandhi police station.
A medical board of doctors, under the supervision of Judicial Magistrate and Civil Judge Johi Agha Imran Pathan, has examined the body
of Gul Sama Rind. Speaking to journalists, Dr Syed Qurban Ali Shah,
Additional Medical Superintendent of Liaquat University, said that during an examination of the body of the girl it was found that the face,
nose, head and other parts were damaged with heavily particles. He
said the neck of the girl was also found broken with a heavy object.
What is Karo-Kari? It is the homicide of a member of a family or
social group by other members due to the belief the victim has brought
dishonour to the family or community by engaging in immoral behaviour. “Honour killing or Karo-Kari” is the gravest problem, along with
other colossal problems, like corruption, poverty, ignorance, weak institutions and flawed judicial and political systems, that the state has
been facing since 1947. This cruel custom is in practice in rural parts
of the Punjab and Sindh.
According to official figures, some 78 people were killed from January to June 2019 in different parts of Sindh in the name of Karo-Kari,
leading to registration of 65 cases. However, more than 90 per cent
cases were pending trial due to different reasons and in most cases
the police probe had not reached a conclusion. Among 78 victims, 50
were women and 28 men. Total 65 FIRs have been registered in different parts of Sindh for honour killings and charge-sheets in 60 cases
filed. Some 57 cases are still pending with no conviction in any case.
However, three people have been acquitted during the process. In
most cases, the suspects are close relatives of the victims.
There are many root causes of the heinous custom. In a male
chauvinist society, woman is considered as a lesser creature - a servant and slave which is born to serve and satisfy the needs of man.
So, it is a social problem which has its deep roots in the tribal and feudal culture. The most important reason of this devilish custom is illiteracy and poverty. In feudalism and tribalism, feudal lords and tribal
heads deliberately keep other people ignorant and poor for maintaining their rule. They do not want to empower woman in society as this
is a threat to their rule. So, with false traditions, they control the poor
people and protect their partisan interests.
A flawed and corrupt police and judicial system has also proved instrumental in the increase of such tragic cases. Many thinkers believe
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that the police and criminal justice system should be reformed, if the
state wants to stop this barbaric custom. PPP leader Dr Nafisa Shah
says, “When it comes to law related to this subject, it’s unfortunate
these laws are quite vague. They are needed to be reformed... it
needs to address whole criminal justice and one can’t blame culture
or trend just for an excuse. Since all cases fall in the domain of law,
we need to look at the perspective of the law. We need to see that
how are these cases dealt with? Whatever changes were made in the
law, I believe these all were partial changes. We need to look and reform the criminal justice system for better and effective results.” Interestingly, Dr Nafisa herself belongs to a feudal family who is ruling over
the poor harees by keeping them ignorant and poor. Moreover, the
PPP, now a party of feudal lords and pirs, has been ruling Sindh since
2008 but it has not taken even a single step to solve the grave problem. In the coming many years, PPP leaders will try to maintain the
status quo.
Unfortunately, the PTI government has also failed the expectations
of the poor people. Being a member of the elite class, Imran Khan has
taken no time to serve the interests of the ruling class by inducting
feudal lords, pirs and businessmen in his government. They all are in
favour of the present status quo and against social, economic and political change. So far, the PTI government has not taken any step to
abolish the barbaric custom of Karo-Kari.
Only through the media, the PTI’s incompetent government can be
forced to take some steps for tackling the inhuman custom. The media
should launch a campaign against the custom by conducting programmes on the issue. Newspapers should publish columns and issue
special pages on it. The Council of Islamic Ideology (CII), a body of
clerics, has already decreed that honour killings are “un-Islamic”. Additionally, the Pakistan Ulema Council has also issued a fatwa stating
that “killing one’s daughter and humiliating her is a sign of ignorance”.
The media, print and electronic, should highlight these fatwas.
Although the Protection of Women (Criminal Laws Amendment) Act
of 2006, the Criminal Law (Third Amendment) Act of 2011, the Punjab
Protection of Women against Violence Act of 2016, and the Criminal
Law (Amendment) (Offences in the name or pretext of Honour) Act of
2016 have already been passed, they need only implementation. The
PTI government should be forced through the media for not only implementing these laws in letter and spirit but also reforming the police
and criminal justice system.
On the other hand, Muhammad Khan, the father of Naqeeb
Mehsud who was allegedly killed by Rao Anwar, has passed away due
to cancer without seeing justice for his son. He tried his level best to
get justice but he failed because Pakistan’s legal system supports and
protects only rich and powerful people. The ATC (anti-terrorism court)
Karachi has already declared Naqeebullah Mehsud innocent and
quashed all cases filed against him. In spite of the verdict, the state
has not given justice to Naqeeb’s family. Rao Anwar, a powerful police
officer, is free. Is it not a slap on the face of the judiciary? The state’s
inability to sentence Rao Anwar clearly shows that the system is made
to protect and serve only powerful people while poor people are bound
to suffer and die without getting justice.
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Debate

Restoration of student unions:
a challenge for stakeholders
M. Fazal Elahi

Some leading dailies of the country recently reported that the government
is seriously contemplating to restore student unions in educational institutions across the country. It must be known that student unions were proscribed about three and a half decades ago. The reason for doing so was
obviously the highly undesirable role that the student unions started playing; serving their prescribed mandate trivially and playing more in the
hands of their mentors (political parties and other vested groups) in the
country.
The fact of the matter is, dancing to the tunes of their political masters
and serving their interests conscientiously, the student unions mostly undertook activities which were profoundly detrimental to the interest of the
educational institutions in which they were functioning. The most unfortunate part of the whole scenario is that students who voted them to the
citadel of power, to serve their interest, barely benefited from their existence.
By disregarding its prescribed mandate palpably and by becoming a
tool of the political parties and other vested groups, the student unions of
the yester years had become a source of despicable anarchy and vandalism, particularly in educational institutions in which they were functioning
and the country in general. The regrettable part of this extremely sad and
repugnant situation was the role brazenly played by the political parties of
the country. To attain their obnoxious political objectives, they surpassed
all norms of respectability and inconsiderately manipulated the youth of
Pakistan.
None could deny the facts expounded above. Had the student unions
served the purpose for which they were created, they could have played
a significant role in not only strengthening the institutions in which they
were established, and conscientiously served the students who elected
them, but also positively contribute towards national development. Universities and other institutions of learning are responsible for educating the
youth of the country, equipping them with state-of-the-art knowledge and
skills, and preparing them for leadership roles in the corporate world and
in affairs of the state. Sadly enough, the role of the student unions vis-àvis attainment of the referenced objective, particularly in our institutions of
higher learning, has not been very encouraging.
Having articulated views on the abysmal role the student unions have
played in the past, one certainly wouldn’t like to create an impression that
one is against the restoration of student unions in the country’s educational
institutions. In a democratic setup, the significance of student unions cannot be overemphasized. Having said that, one considers it pertinent to
quote 16th US President Abraham Lincoln’s definition of democracy “government of the people, by the people, for the people” and accentuates that
a student union should likewise be defined as “union of the students, by
the students, for the students”. Departure from this definition in any manner
will trounce the very essence of this vital student body. In view of the foregoing fact, it must be ensured at all cost that this important student organ
must be bound by stringent laws to strictly confine itself to its mandate;
serve the interest of the students’ community, and nothing else. Contravention of this defined mandate should render them illegal and, therefore,
totally dysfunctional. The political forces in the country should, on their
part, refrain from politicizing the student unions in the specific interest of
the youth of the country, and in the larger interest of the nation.
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In this context, one couldn’t agree more with the opinion of those in the
saddle in the country that before restoration of student unions a comprehensive and enforceable code of conduct, learning from the best practices
in internationally renowned universities across the globe, should be framed
and put in place so as to enable the student unions to play their role effectively and positively contribute to grooming the youth as future leaders of
the country. In the past, student unions, due to their reckless attitude, created anarchy on the campuses of educational institutions in which they
were functioning, thus utterly destroying the otherwise cordial atmosphere
of these institutions. Some quarters, reacting to the remarks of the Prime
Minister of Pakistan calling student unions “violent battlegrounds” profoundly criticized him. One would term their reaction to be bigoted, as the
truth of the matter is that this exactly is what the student unions have
mostly been doing in the past. The scenario vis-à-vis the past student
unions depicted above lucidly portrays a similar demoralizing picture. May
one reiterate, once again, that all the negative things that most of the student unions, baring a few exceptions, resorted to in the past was at the
behest of the political forces with which they got themselves aligned. In
view of the foregoing facts, it must be clearly enshrined in the code of conduct the government is contemplating to frame, vis-à-vis governance of
student unions, that any student union found to have political affiliation of
any kind, whatsoever, with any political party or for that matter any other
extraneous body, would be banned forthwith.
Pakistan is passing through a critical phase in its 73-year old blemished
political history. Character assassination and mud-slinging have become
the order of the day. Our social and moral values stand seriously challenged today. Those who are supposed to be role models for the present
and upcoming generations of this country are totally oblivious of this profoundly undesirable bearing; precluded under all norms of civilized conduct. It wouldn’t be inappropriate to say that this is causing serious harm
to the social and moral conduct of the youth of this country, and colossally
eroding their sense of respectability in almost all spheres of life. We, as
leaders of this country and mentors of the youth of Pakistan, must know
that our doings, good or bad, have an impact, positive or negative, on the
youth of this country in particular and society in general. So, let us have
some compassion for the youth, the future leaders of this country; guide
them to the right path, and don’t let them go astray under any circumstances.
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Viewpoint

Human rights: Theory
and practice
Ali Changezi Sandhu

Certain rights that cannot be violated at all in any condition by any country
or government are termed non-derogable rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. These rights are also known as natural rights, primary rights, fundamental rights, and basic rights in different legal
instruments of the world.
Under these terms, protection is given to different rights such as freedom of speech, access to information, freedom of religion, freedom of association, freedom of press, freedom of assembly, and the (conditional)
right to bear arms. Government is the custodian of the rights with irrespective of political, communal, religious, sectarian, and other affiliation with a
particular segment of society. However, the condition of human rights in
Pakistan remained volatile during different military and democratic reigns
because of some social, legal, institutional, and other unavoidable factors.
Basic rights which have been enshrined in the Constitution of 1973
safeguard the rights of all and sundry to lead a life without any discrimination. The Constitution, no doubt, articulates perfectly the natural rights
which provide a reasonable environment to all citizens of the country to
lead a peaceful life. Articles from 8 to 28, as mentioned in the 1st chapter
of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973, ensure the protection of fundamental
rights of peoples of Pakistan, grounded on the principle of equality. The
primary rights as mentioned in the legal instrument are as no person shall
be deprived of life or liberty, save in accordance with law; safeguard as to
arrest and detention; all arrested person must be informed of grounds of
their arrest, they have the right to consult and defended by a lawyer of
their choice; right of fair trial; slavery, forced labor is prohibited and no child
under the age of 14 years be employed in factory and mines; there shall
be protection against retrospective punishment; there shall be protected
against double punishment and self-incrimination; freedom of movement;
freedom of assembly for all citizens; freedom of association for all citizens;
there shall be freedom of trade, business and profession for all citizens;
freedom of speech for all citizens; all citizens shall have the right to have
access to information in all matters of public importance; freedom to profess religion and to manage religious institution in the country; safeguard
against the taxation for the purposes of any particular religion; safeguard
as to educational institutes in respect of religion etc.; all citizens have the
right to acquire, hold and dispose of the property in any part of Pakistan;
protection of property rights of owners; all citizens are equal and there shall
be no discrimination on bases of sex etc.; free and compulsory education
to all children of age 5 to 16 by Government; no discrimination in respect
of access to public places; safeguard against discrimination in services;
and all citizens have the right to preserve their particular language, script
and culture and many more.
However, there is a prolonged challenge of conflict between theory and
practice that is being faced by the country in each institution since its emergence. For instance, theoretically, there is no option of horse-trading and
electoral rigging in the constitution, but practically, horse-trading in different
political spheres can be examined. Similarly, non-intervention is the basic
principle of the Constitution, but history is a witness that how intra-depart-
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mental intervention and institutional leg-pulling detracted the democratic
process. The same thing is being repeated with the articles because of
those the Constitution is known as the “custodian of human rights”. Social,
political, and legal indicators depict that the gap between theory and practice regarding human rights in Pakistan is widening day by day. Rules are
enough, but the fair implementation of the rules is the enduring challenge
that is portraying the negative face of the country before the rest of the
world.
Women rights in the country are always under threat because of a low
literacy rate, the commitment of the public to cultural relativistic practices,
women subjugation, and a low ratio of women participation in social, political, economic and legal spheres. Still, our society is known as androcentric because females are less empowered, and their basic right to
education and freedom is undermined. Domestic violence against women
is another issue.
Because of violence, nearly 5000 women are killed every year, with
thousands of others maimed or disabled, according to the Global Slavery
Index 2016. Furthermore, the survey articulates reality by stating that an
estimated 2,134,900 people are enslaved in modern-day Pakistan, or
1.13% of the population. Arresting journalists, women subjugation, child
labour, child abuse, poor education, the ascendency of private educational
institutions for primary and secondary education, delayed justice, environmental degradation, and ethnic and religious discrimination against minorities are the most awful violations of human rights in the country.
Our government should wipe out impediments to the way of attaining
the pure spirit of human rights. It should also remove the gap between theory and practice by implementing the 28 articles fairly. Thus, citizens of
the country may enjoy their natural rights, blessed by God, irrespective of
any discrimination. These non-derogable rights are not to be violated at
any coast, and we should as human beings fulfill our responsibilities to
each other in order to create a peaceful world as well as to give relief to
crippled souls.
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E-revolution

Globalization — the
new colonization
Muhammad Ahmad Saad

The world is going smaller with every passing day as powerful forces of
technology and innovation have expedited the globalization of trade,
commerce and industry.
On the economic side, technology is the main driver. The relative cost
of ocean, air and road transportation continues to fall, removing an obstacle to cross-border merchandise transactions. The fast revolution in
information and communication technologies has numerous dramatic impacts on trade in services. The improved availability of information technology and declining transaction costs have further stimulated
international flows of capital, labor and technology. None of this would
have been possible, of course, in the absence of required international
support to pursue policies consistent with the globalized world order.
Different countries have removed, open or hidden, trade barriers to
develop and grow collectively. For the purpose, the globalized economic
cooperation order was evolved in 1947 in shape of the general agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT) and then world trade organization
(WTO) was created in 1995 to help develop a worldwide economic order
led by the U.S. and European countries. It is the main global agreement
to pave the way for a globalized world. However, China has emerged as
a major global player in recent years to pose a serious threat to the technological colonialism of the West.
It is also imperative to note that global trade partners should abolish
strict exchange controls and liberalize the capital accounts transactions
to help the poor and under-developed countries to reap the benefits of
international agreements. Otherwise, the phenomenon of digitalized
globalization, in the wake of international trade agreements, would further
widen the divide between developed and poor countries.
Globalization will further grow in a globalized world where the probability of purchasing goods and services, from domestic and foreign suppliers, was the same and country’s trade is the main source of its income.
Pakistan is clearly away from this benchmark of globalization; the people
of a developed country place a much higher proportion of their savings
in domestic assets rather to invest in under-developed countries. Real
interest rates and capital/ labor ratios continue to diverge across countries; despite the incentive for capital to flow from where it is abundant,
to where it is cheap, and from where real rates are low to where they are
high.
The globalization phenomenon is unlikely to be rolled back despite
China’s ever-growing role in international affairs. It will considerably expand and grow due to IT-based technological revolution in the world. In
fact, ICT has colonized the whole world due to intellectual/ technological
hegemony of the multinational companies. Global powers have, now,
used their technology, instead of armies, to conquer the poor countries.
It is the big fact that technology marches only in one direction and that is
forward. Further technological progress and development have delivered
a further reduction in the cost of acquiring information/ data and communication technologies have ensured a safe and sound process of speedy
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financial transactions across the globe.
This electronic revolution has, altogether, changed the way people
live, think and move in this everchanging world. The way people live and
work is both a cause of and a response to a series of converging and
unstoppable trends. The trends now are to develop new technologies
which get faster, lighter to help in the more powerful flow of information
including rising customers’ expectations and, finally, the business change
encompassing a more competitive climate. This e-revolution is already
radically changing daily life, trade and business irrevocably. Experts are
consistently warning that any company, which thinks that it can wait until
new concepts or applications are more developed, runs a great risk of
being left far behind. It is quite likely that organizations that fail to keep
up with the opportunities of new technology will almost certainly see their
market position surpassed by faster-moving competitors. Fall of global
cellular giants like Nokia and Blackberry and rise of iPhone, Samsung
and other Chinse phone companies is an apt example. The decision to
move into new technology is a strategic one. One has to be satisfied that
it falls into with overall business objectives and strategy and it will also
work as an integrated part of business objectives.
Similarly, research is an integral part of the technology-based globalized world. It is often said that the basis of the U.S. might is not its armed
forces but universities, having a strong culture of research and innovation, which produce the best men to lead the nation. Pakistan is also
needed to understand how the information technology works and how
the citizens can take full benefit of it. Getting up to speed on all this and
beginning to implement new systems could seem a daunting task but acceleration is the main source of promoting globalization and strong economic growth.
The world was divided into Russian and American blocks in the cold
war era but, today, the whole world has been divided into developed and
technologically poor countries, called the fourth world. Meanwhile, the
mantra of Islamic block has proved useless for Pakistan, especially, in
the wake of recent developments in Indian Occupied Kashmir. Pakistan
should, therefore, work for forging an economic block of third world countries to counter the hegemony of globalized world order led by the U.S.
This idea was first propagated by the late ZA Bhutto in 1976 after the
success of the Islamic Summit of 1974. He, however, could not further it
due to elections in 1977 and the rest is history.
In order to reap the economic gains from international trade, the
government of Pakistan should accelerate domestic capacity to produce goods and services for foreign markets and to make its economy
an attractive destination for foreign trade and investment. It goes without saying that the multibillion dollars CPEC project is the real chance
of the century to develop Pakistan as an inevitable global player in the
restive South Asian and Gulf regions. But Pakistan will have to develop
and strengthen its relevant educational and state institutions to reap
the benefits.
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On brink of ‘man-made’ starvation
Tendai Marima
Every morning, just before the daily power cut kicks in, Juliet Gumbo enters
her kitchen to start preparing her meal. It will be her only food for the day, but
she will have it hours later, when she returns to her electricity-lacking home
after a day spent farming or hawking goods on the streets of Bulawayo, Zimbabwe's second-largest city.
Gumbo, a 52-year-old widow lacking a steady job, is just one of many Zimbabweans struggling to cope with a scorching drought and economic instability
that have pushed millions to the brink of famine. "I eat what I can get," Gumbo
said. Zimbabwe is in the grip of its worst economic crisis in 10 years, with inflation soaring to 300 percent and the population suffering fuel shortages, power
rationing and currency woes. Emmerson Mnangagwa, who succeeded Robert
Mugabe after a military intervention forced the longtime president to resign,
has struggled to revive the economy while the long-standing financial troubles
have been worsened by extreme weather shocks.
And now Zimbabwe is facing major food insecurity as many people do not
have enough food to eat or they cannot afford it. According to Hilal Elver, the
United Nations' special rapporteur on the right to food, the country is on the
verge of "man-made starvation", with close to 60 percent of its 14-million population being food insecure.
After an 11-day visit last month to areas hit by the El Nino-induced drought,
Elver said the crisis affected a "staggering" 5.5 million people in rural areas
and a further 2.2 million in cities. "These are shocking figures," she said, adding
that notwithstanding the devastating effect of recurrent droughts and powerful
cyclones, the crisis was partly due to chronic economic mismanagement, high
unemployment, widespread poverty and rampant corruption.
In her statement, Elver also suggested economic sanctions by the United
States and the European Union against officials and entities linked with the ruling ZANU-PF party over alleged abuses are contributing to Zimbabwe's current
malaise. The government in Harare also says sanctions are impeding economic growth and "hurting ordinary Zimbabweans" - but the US embassy refutes the claim. "The government of Zimbabwe's failed economic policies, not
sanctions, hinder Zimbabwe's economic growth," the embassy's press office
said in a statement.
"Billions of dollars have been lost due to decades of corruption and harmful
economic policies which have culminated in the current economic crisis. Implementation of economic and political reforms are the key to improving Zimbabwe's trajectory."
Analysts say years of shifting policies on land reform and food subsidies
under Mugabe and Mnangagwa are also partly to blame for Zimbabwe's food
scarcity. The country's agro-based economy began to collapse following the
state's violent seizure in the 2000s of an estimated 10 million hectares (25 million acres) for redistribution from white commercial farmers to resettle the landless black majority. Mugabe's government over the years resorted to price
controls and money printing to tackle skyrocketing inflation and food shortages,
but the measures impoverished local state-owned agricultural companies and
contributed to the collapse of the local currency in 2009.
Although the removal of sanctions is a key demand of the post-Mugabe
government's re-engagement with the West, the country is battling to stabilise
its economy as it transitions from a decade of using the US dollar as part of its
multiple currency system. But the reintroduction of a local currency at the end
of February and, more recently, the reversal of a decision to remove a government subsidy on maize have failed to ease the situation.
Finance Minister Mthuli Ncube said the government is making "perfect" efforts to reform the economy and attribute the larger part of the crisis to natural
disasters and bad luck. "Who gets a cyclone, and then another, then drought
then power outages?" Ncube told reporters, referring to this year's farmlandravaging Cyclone Idai and Cyclone Kenneth that followed it. "That is a classic
example of being unlucky."
For Gumbo, her monthly state grant of 45 Zimbabwean dollars ($2.71) of
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her late husband's benefits is inadequate to meet her living needs. With the
price of mealie meal - a staple food made from milled corn - beyond her reach,
she opts to plant maize hoping that she will be able to yield a harvest in March
that could help her to survive a further six months.
Zimbabwe's food scarcity problems, however, are not recent. Once a regional breadbasket, the country over the past 10 years has been hit by rising
food insecurity partly due to the fast-track land reform programme that saw a
drop in agricultural production - mainly of dairy, beef and wheat.
While those who took over the white-owned farms have contributed significantly to the domestic consumption of corn, production remains insufficient to
build up a store of grain reserves. And now, even some of the resettled face
eviction.
In the southern district of Umguza, an area 500km (311 miles) south of the
capital, where some of the earliest resettlements took place, Sikhumbuzo Mlilo
and his partner Buyiswa Moyo live on a plot apportioned from a white-owned
commercial farm. The pair, who have been farming the land since 2000, allege
that in October they were issued with an eviction notice.
Following the toppling of Mugabe after 37 years in power, Mnangagwa
pledged to end eviction of white commercial farmers while maintaining there
was no going back on land reform. Though seldom, eviction of white farmers
still occurs while resettled black farmers who are not productive on their land
have been warned of expulsion.
Mlilo denies underutilisation and suggests the plots of those threatened
with expulsion could be earmarked for a larger farming project for "those with
money and good government connections" - a fear also echoed by other resettled farmers.
Since the land seizures, Zimbabwe depends on production by subsistence
farmers to provide the bulk of its maize needs, but local wheat production is inadequate. As a result, the country suffers from a cereal deficit with current production falling short of 761,000 metric tonnes needed for 2019-20, according
to regional statistics from the UN Office for Humanitarian Affairs. Cereals and
pulses such as wheat and soya beans are largely imported but due to chronic
shortages of foreign currency, the government has struggled to pay for importation which has resulted in periodic shortages of bread and cooking oil.
Meanwhile, over the past year, the price of bread has increased more than
four times as bakers and millers struggle to keep pace with the quickly eroding
value of the local currency against the US dollar. Mangaliso Ndlovu, the former
minister of trade and industry and current environment and tourism minister,
acknowledged that inflation has drastically reduced the purchasing power of
many Zimbabweans despite regular adjustments of civil servants' salaries.
In an effort to combat escalating prices, the government has launched the
National Bakeries Programme, a series of community initiatives around the
country where entrepreneurs use wood-fired ovens to make a cheaper version
of bread. The lower standard of homemade bread has not caught on, however,
as the small bakeries struggle to produce enough to compete with bigger competitors.
Instead of buying bread, Nokusila Ndlovu, 27, an unemployed mother of
four who lives on the outskirts of Bulawayo has resorted to making vetkoeks,
a regional version of doughnuts, on an open fire to feed her children. "I can go
without food the whole day, sometimes I eat one meal, but my children can't.
So I have to find cheaper alternatives to bread. The price is just too much for
me. So whenever I have money, I buy flour to make vetkoeks to keep them
full," she said.
In an attempt to plug the nutritional gap faced by low-income households,
the World Food Programme hopes to deliver more than 240,000 metric tonnes
of essentials during the first half of 2020 - but the UN food agency faces a
colossal task. The WFP has appealed for nearly $300m to meet Zimbabwe's
emergency needs, but less than 30 percent of funding has so far been guaranteed.
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Your View
Green districts

Online shopping scandals
One of the most common online shopping scams is ordering a product
and receiving nothing in return. Some customers usually complain
they never receive their orders even though their credit cards are

Pime Minister Imran Khan recently launched the Clean Green Pakistan Index, a flagship initiative that will at its start rank 19 cities in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab on cleanliness and green outlook.
This is a commendable effort and an innovative approach to mitigate

charged.
Those who dare to complain or ask for a refund find themselves on
the receiving end of exorbitant “restocking” or “cancellation” fee. And if
they object, things get even worse. Such incidents have increased
manifold in the last few years. But even as we become more and more
comfortable with the process, experts warn the Internet is still fraught

the hazardous impact of climate change in Pakistan. The project will
judge cities on the standards of sanitation, beautification and utilisation of public spaces. The project should include the newly merged
tribal districts for there is absolutely no concept of the modern sanitation system in the tribal areas. Public toilets are a taboo subject and
even toilets in homes are regarded abodes of the devil. On the other

with risks.
There is a phenomenal increase in online shopping fraud and hundreds of cases have been reported and investigated every month. In
some cases, people made replicas of the websites used by reputable
online shopping platforms in an effort to steal cash. Others bought up
existing domain names which they then used to set up business for a
short period. Consumers who use these fake websites either never

hand, haphazard urbanisation is playing havoc with the serenity and
beauty of the tribal districts, and there is no government department
to stop the growing menace. As a result, there has been an alarming
increase in deforestation in the tribal areas. One ponders what would
happen if the newly merged tribal districts fail to respond to climate
change in a befitting manner? What type of world would we be living
in 20 years from now? The other two essential features of the new ini-

see the goods they have ordered or are sent counterfeit items.
In some cases, conmen use credit card information of their victims to
steal more money. In all, police received over 38,300 reports of online
shopping fraud last year, although in 5,500 cases the complaint was
withdrawn after the ordered goods arrived late. I urge the authorities
concerned to ensure the credibility of online shopping stores operating
in Pakistan. There should also be awareness campaigns for people to
let them know how to protect their banking and credit card information

tiative include beautification and the usability of public spaces. One
suspects no data is available on the number of public spaces in the
tribal districts. Furthermore, the sustainable cities concept needs to
be extended to the newly merged tribal districts as their infrastructure
is in ruins. This is a threat to the environment’s sustainability. The
government will have to come up with a comprehensive plan to address the effects of climate change in the tribal districts.
Muhammad Arif Khan

while making a purchase online and never enter credit card informa-

Kurram district

tion on a website that does not have the letters ‘https’ at the start of its
address.
Qaisar Ansar
Islamabad

Basant ban
Kite flying has ben a nationwide activity in spring. But it is also a crime,
for the activity involves threads that hurt people. Police recently ar-

Literary conference

rested 17 suspects involved in kite-flying in different areas of Lahore.

The National Research Students Conference on Language and Literature-19 (NRSCL-19) organised by Sindh University in Jamshoro
concluded in end November. The academic gathering gave its par-

On March 25, a resolution was submitted to the Punjab Assembly
seeking strict implementation of the ban on kite flying to prevent fatal incidents. The resolution was submitted by a PML-N legislator, Kanwal

ticipants food for thought as it was graced by a galaxy of seasoned,

Liaquat. According to the resolution, the chemical used in strings for

prolific, learned and budding scholars who shared their thoughts

kites cause serious injuries and sometimes can be fatal. Such incidents

and research findings.

have become a routine in different parts of the province. The resolution

Various sub-themes under the main heading “language and litera-

also censured the provincial administration for failing to stop the sale of

ture” were debated. The attendance throughout this conference was

hazardous kite strings. It demanded the government to ensure strict im-

large with the audience giving input in equal measure making the

plementation on the ban to save people’s lives. In January, the Punjab

moot a success. Truth be told, no adjectives can describe the inspi-

government had apprised the Lahore High Court (LHC) that the gov-

rational gathering that took place in the Sindh University halls. The

ernment had decided against celebrating the Basant festival in the

message disseminated was that all languages are beautiful in their

province. The decision not to celebrate Basant was taken in a meeting

entirety. I congratulate to the teachers of Sindh University’s Institute

chaired by Punjab’s Senior Minister Abdul Aleem Khan by calling it in

of English Linguistics and Literature for arranging this conference.

the interest of the people. It is a wise decision by the government.
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Mahad Ansar
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Bad luck may have caused Neanderthals' extinction

Mummified lion and dozens of cats
among rare finds in Egypt

Ian Sample

Ruth Michaelson

Perhaps it wasn’t our fault
after all: research into the
demise of the Neanderthals
has found that rather than
being outsmarted by Homo
sapiens, our burly, thickbrowed cousins may have
gone extinct through bad
luck alone.
The Neanderthal population was so small at the time modern humans
arrived in Europe and the Near East that inbreeding and natural fluctuations in birth rates, death rates and sex ratios could have finished them
off, the scientists claim. The findings suggest that the first modern humans to reach Europe were not superior to the Neanderthals, as some
accounts argue, and that anyone encumbered by survivors’ guilt may
have good reason to unburden themselves.
“The standard story is that Homo sapiens invaded Europe and the near
east where Neanderthals were living and then we outsmarted them or
outnumbered them,” said Krist Vaesen, from Eindhoven University of
Technology. “The main conclusion of our work is that humans were not
needed for the Neanderthals to go extinct. It’s certainly possible that it
was just bad luck.” Scientists broadly agree that the Neanderthals died
out about 40,000 years ago, after a wave of modern humans migrated
out of Africa about 20,000 years earlier. What remains unclear is why
the Neanderthals died out and what role, if any, our ancestors had in
the act.
Often portrayed as the simple, stocky relatives of modern humans, Neanderthals had similar brains and developed a rich culture. Beyond their
complex stone tools and painted jewellery, the Neanderthals adorned a
Spanish cave in art, leaving hand stencils behind for modern humans
to ponder long after they died out.

A rare discovery of mummified big cats, cobras and
crocodiles has been unveiled by Egyptian authorities.
Egyptologists are thrilled at
the cache, which includes
dozens of mummified cats,
75 wooden and bronze cat
statues, mummified birds, and an enormous mummified beetle three to
four times the normal size. Egyptian officials hoped that the announcement would help to boost the country’s image abroad, and encourage
more tourists to return. “It’s wonderful promotion for Egypt,” said Khaled
El-Enany, Egypt’s antiquities minister.
Of five large mummified wildcats, two have been identified as lion cubs;
the remaining three will be analysed to determine their species. “If it’s a
cheetah, a leopard, a lioness, a panther – whatever, it will be one of its
kind,” said Mostafa Waziry, the head of Egypt’s Supreme Council for Antiquities. The mummified large cats were found close to the remains of
an adult mummified lion discovered beneath the Saqqara necropolis in
2004, and provide more information about the ancient Egyptians’ use of
animals in worship.
Worshippers either believed that the mummified animals were deities to
be worshipped, or mummified the creatures in order to offer them to the
gods. “People would make devotional offerings in the form of animals as
mummies,” said Dr Salima Ikram, an Egyptologist and mummy expert at
the American University of Cairo. “This would have more potency as a
blood sacrifice, compared to stone or wooden images.” Ikram was elated
by the new finds, which she estimated date from the Ptolemaic period
that ended in 30BCE. “I think it’s one of the most exciting series of finds
in the world of animal mummies ever,” she said.
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Low-dose aspirin might cut cancer risk
Dennis Thompson
Daily low-dose aspirin might reduce your risk of
dying from cancer, particularly if you've packed
on a few extra pounds, researchers say.
Taking aspirin three or more times a week is associated with a lower risk of cancer death as well
as death for any reason, a new study reports. Aspirin's protective effect appears particularly pronounced among people who are overweight -those with a body mass index of 25 to 29.9, the
results show. Low-dose aspirin reduced overall
cancer death risk by 15% and all-cause death by
19% among more than 146,000 people who participated in a cancer screening trial conducted
between 1993 and 2008, the study authors said.
Overweight folks also experienced a marked decline in their risk of death from gastrointestinal
cancer (28%) and colon cancer (34%).
"Our primary focus was really on colorectal cancer deaths, since there's a lot of evidence to
suggest that aspirin use may lower risk of gastrointestinal deaths," said lead researcher Holli
Loomans-Kropp, a cancer prevention fellow with
the U.S. National Cancer Institute. The study results support the standing recommendation of
the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF), which says people 50 to 59 should take
low-dose aspirin to prevent colon cancer if
they're not at increased risk for bleeding.
Daily aspirin use as a preventive health measure has become controversial over the past few

years, however. In March, the American College
of Cardiology and the American Heart Association changed their guidelines to restrict low-dose
aspirin use to people at high risk for heart disease or stroke. The two groups argued that the
bleeding risk from aspirin outweighed the heart
benefits for healthy people.
The USPSTF continues to recommend low-

dose aspirin for middle-aged people for heart
health, if they have a 10% or greater chance of
developing heart disease within the next
decade. The new study involved a re-analysis
of data gathered during the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial,
which was sponsored by the National Cancer
Institute.

Cleaner teeth, healthier heart?
Robert Preidt
Brushing your teeth may be good for your heart, a new study suggests.
It included more than 161,000 South Korean adults, ages 40 to 79, with no
history of heart failure or the heart rhythm disorder atrial fibrillation. Between
2003 and 2004, participants had a routine medical exam and were asked
about a wide range of lifestyle habits, including how often they brushed their
teeth.
During a median follow-up of 10.5 years, 3% developed a-fib and 4.9%, developed heart failure. (Median means half were followed for less time, half for
more.) Those who brushed their teeth three or more times a day had a 10%
lower risk of afib and a 12% lower risk of heart failure during the follow-up.
The reduced risk was independent of age, sex, wealth, exercise, alcohol use,
body fat and conditions such as high blood pressure, according to the study
in the European Journal of Preventive Cardiology. Researchers didn't investigate how regular brushing might reduce heart disease risk. But previous studies have suggested that poor oral hygiene results in bacteria in the blood,
causing inflammation that increases odds of heart disease.
The study was conducted in one country and was observational, so it does
not prove a direct link between regular brushing and reduced heart risk, said
senior author Dr. Tae-Jin Song, of the Department of Neurology at Ewha Womans University in Seoul. But he added: "We studied a large group over a long
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period, which adds strength to our findings."
An editorial accompanying the study said it is "certainly too early" to recommend tooth brushing to prevent afib and heart failure. "While the role of inflammation in the occurrence of cardiovascular disease is becoming more and
more evident, intervention studies are needed to define strategies of public
health importance," the editorial said.
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The Nightingale

Little Women

John Nugent

Helen O'Hara

With The Babadook,
Australian
filmmaker
Jennifer
Kent
announced herself as a
significant directing talent. She took one of the
most ancient tropes in
horror — the boogeyman — and morphed it
into a metaphor for grief and death. The result was a horror film with
unusual tenderness and obvious craft; Kent’s top-hatted ghoul was
easily welcomed into the horror canon (and, inadvertently, the LGBT
community, who adopted the demon as one of their own). But with The
Nightingale, she is trying something markedly different. There are horrors here, but it is more expansive and ambitious than her claustrophobic first film. It is also, arguably, a marked step-up and maturation as
an artist.
On paper, The Nightingale fits securely inside the ‘rape-revenge’ subgenre: a female protagonist is brutally assaulted, then seeks bloody
retribution. But, like last year’s Revenge, this has loftier claims than
the old ’70s template. The setting here is deliberate and piercingly important: colonial Tasmania was witness to some of Britain’s most notorious and shameful crimes, and the film attempts to grapple with the
impact of such brazen, callous disregard for humanity, all while focusing on a singular story.

1917
Alex Godfrey
Talk of a tracking shot might usually merit a sentence or two in a
film review. A paragraph maybe.
Even with Alejandro González
Iñárritu’s Birdman, which presented itself as an unbroken
take, the technique was just one
of a handful of talking points. But
1917’s camerawork engulfs the film. It’s supposed to. While not quite pretending to be a continuous long take, there is only one blatantly obvious cut.
Otherwise it doesn’t let up. Aliens who have no comprehension of our ways,
let alone cameras, would leave the cinema talking about this tracking shot.
That’s what the film is. Format is front and centre. For the most part it pays
off.We’re aware of it within a minute, travelling through the trenches with young
corporals Schofield (MacKay) and Blake (Chapman), trudging through the
slush, being pushed and shoved by other soldiers — we’re in the melee from
the off. Summoned to a meeting, the two young men are told with appropriate
gravitas that they are to deliver a message to the 2nd Battalion of the Devonshire Regiment. The 1,600 troops, about to attack some apparently retreating
Germans, will fall into a seismic ambush if they’re not warned: the enemy, the
British general (Colin Firth) has learned, have excellent artillery and defences.
They want to be attacked. Schofield and Blake are charged with setting off
over the frontline, through German territory and across the countryside to give
the word. In a frankly sadistic move by his superiors, Blake, who is asked to
pick an accompanying partner before being briefed, is chosen because his
older brother is with the 2nd Battalion, at risk of imminent death.
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If there were any remaining
doubts that Greta Gerwig is
a major talent in American
cinema, put them to rest
now. Her solo debut, Lady
Bird, was a delight; this follow-up adaptation of an
American classic takes an
overly familiar story and
makes it immediate and important and daring. In a year packed with fascinating films about women, here’s the grandmother of them all.
Those who haven’t read it tend to dismiss Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women
as juvenalia, lacking in drama or purpose. Certainly, it has its fluffy moments
(all the religious piety, and the bit with the hair curling), and yes, it is essentially about four nice middle-class white girls who get along okay in mid19th-century Massachusetts. But it’s also a story about women who want
things for themselves, who have ambitions and good intentions (sometimes
bad intentions) and hopes for the future that are not limited to marriage or
children. That wealth of character, the sheer fact of taking women’s wishes
seriously, puts it up there with Jane Austen in terms of formative books for
teenage girls. And Gerwig takes several bold storytelling choices that make
this adaptation quite unlike any of its predecessors.
Her first is to adopt a non-linear timeline that introduces us to the March
girls in young adulthood rather than adolescence. We meet Saoirse
Ronan’s Jo March standing uncertainly outside the door of a New York
publisher, preparing to march in and bid for a literary career.

So Long, My Son
Ian Freer
Wang Xiaoshuai’s So Long, My Son
is so epic and ambitious it renders
most other movies puny by comparison. Spanning three decades, Beijing
Bicycle director Wang tries to encapsulate the seismic changes in Chinese society but parlay them through the prism of ordinary people living
ordinary lives. But not only that, he mounts the story in a bold narrative fashion, flitting between different time frames to create interesting connections
and juxtapositions between old and new. If it is sometimes perplexing with
the occasional inert passage, the result has all the richness of a novel —
even if sometimes you would like to flick back a few pages to keep events
clear. Genre-wise, So Long, My Son is a family melodrama. In ’70s China
during the Cultural Revolution, Yaojun (Wang Jingchun) and Liyun’s (Yong
Mei) young son Xingxing dies in a drowning accident so the pair leave their
home town to restart their life in a small Fujian town where they adopt a
teenager we later learn is also called Xingxing (Wang Yuan). Flashing back
to the ‘80s, Yaojun and Liyun are working in a factory where their friend
Haiyan (Al Liya) is the factory official in charge of planned parenthood, forcing Liyun to have an abortion after she falls pregnant contravening the (now
abandoned) Chinese national policy that decrees couples have only one
child. Orbiting these characters is Yaojun’s apprentice Moli (Qi Xi), the sister
of Haiyan’s husband Yingming (Xu Cheng), who has an infatuation with her
mentor, and Xinjan (Zhao Yanguozhang), a fun-loving, narcissistic livewire
who finds his high spirits quashed by the draconian authorities.
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The Uninhabitable Earth

The Water Cure

David Wallace-Wells

Sophie Mackintosh

It is worse, much worse, than you
think. The slowness of climate
change is a fairy tale, perhaps as
pernicious as the one that says it
isn't happening at all, and if your
anxiety about it is dominated by
fears of sea-level rise, you are
barely scratching the surface of
what terrors are possible, even
within the lifetime of a teenager
today.
Over the past decades, the term
"Anthropocene" has climbed into
the popular imagination - a name
given to the geologic era we live in
now, one defined by human intervention in the life of the planet. But
however sanguine you might be
about the proposition that we have ravaged the natural world, which we
surely have, it is another thing entirely to consider the possibility that we
have only provoked it, engineering first in ignorance and then in denial a
climate system that will now go to war with us for many centuries, perhaps
until it destroys us. In the meantime, it will remake us, transforming every
aspect of the way we live-the planet no longer nurturing a dream of abundance, but a living nightmare.

The Nest
Cynthia Daprix Sweeney
A warm, funny and acutely perceptive
debut novel about four adult siblings and
the fate of the shared inheritance that
has shaped their choices and their lives.
Every family has its problems. But even
among the most troubled, the Plumb
family stands out as spectacularly dysfunctional. Years of simmering tensions
finally reach a breaking point on an unseasonably cold afternoon in New York
City as Melody, Beatrice, and Jack
Plumb gather to confront their charismatic and reckless older brother, Leo,
freshly released from rehab. Months earlier, an inebriated Leo got behind the
wheel of a car with a nineteen-year-old
waitress as his passenger. The ensuing accident has endangered the
Plumbs' joint trust fund, “The Nest,” which they are months away from finally
receiving. Meant by their deceased father to be a modest mid-life supplement, the Plumb siblings have watched The Nest’s value soar along with
the stock market and have been counting on the money to solve a number
of self-inflicted problems.
Melody, a wife and mother in an upscale suburb, has an unwieldy mortgage
and looming college tuition for her twin teenage daughters. Jack, an antiques dealer, has secretly borrowed against the beach cottage he shares
with his husband, Walker, to keep his store open.
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Imagine a world very close to our own:
where women are not safe in their bodies,
where desperate measures are required
to raise a daughter. This is the story of
Grace, Lia and Sky, kept apart from the
world for their own good and taught the
terrible things that every woman must
learn about love. And it is the story of the
men who come to find them - three
strangers washed up by the sea, their
gazes hungry and insistent, trailing desire
and destruction in their wake.

Sparks of Phoenix
Najwa Zebian
As the phoenix emerges from its ashes, Zebian
emerges ablaze in these pages, not only as a
survivor of abuse, but as a teacher and healer
for all those who have struggled to understand,
reclaim, and rise above a history of pain. The
book is divided into six chapters, and six stages
of healing: Falling, Burning to Ashes, Sparks of
Phoenix, Rising, Soaring, and finally, A New
Chapter, which demonstrates a healthy response to new love as the result of authentic
healing. With her characteristic vulnerability,
courage, and softness, Zebian seeks to empower those who have been made to feel ashamed, silenced, or afraid; she
urges them, through gentle advice and personal revelation, to raise their
voices, rise up, and soar.

Prime Movers
Ferdinand Mount
In this fascinating, and provocative book, he examines the proposals for a political theory from
a number of widely different historical figures.
Twelve key people, from the great orator and
statesman of Ancient Greece (Pericles) to the
inspiration of the founding of the state of Pakistan (Muhammad Iqbal) we take a colourful and
rip-roaring journey through the historical figures
who have both inspired and provoked Mount in
equal measure.
The lives of men such as Jesus Christ,
Rousseau, Adam Smith, Edmund Burke, and
Thomas Jefferson are discussed and comparisons are drawn between the
various approaches each figure promoted in their works – whether philosophical, or political theories. For those wishing to be guided by Mount’s
choices and be swept along by his brilliantly erudite prose, this will be a particular enjoyable read. Lots of colour, humour and passion governed all
these people careers and Mount brings them to life like no one else can.
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